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1 Preliminary Considerations 

* Short tethers: A short deorbiting tether, as contemplated in this Study, faces three 

basic difficulties: 

i) The greatest difficulty lies in the fact that the braking force is 

Magnetic drag ~ Current x Geomagnetic field x Length = IBL. 

Since B is given, and collecting electron (anodic) current from the ambient plasma is 

hard, 

a short length will probably mean a weak drag. 

Forward et al. [1] stated that the drag of a deorbiting tether depends on its mass but not 

on its length. This results from assuming the collection impedance negligible against the 

ohmic impedance no matter how large the current, which does not seem to make sense. 

Taking L ~ 50 m in their example of a 10 Kg aluminum tether driven by a 136 V/Km 

induced field, the collection impedance for the coixesponding current, 1 = 370 A, would 

have to be small compared to the ohmic resistance for that short length (and large cross-

section area), which is 0.0185 Q! Assuming both impedances comparable for all lengths 

[2] does not modify our conclusion, 

ii) The induced voltage is 

Induced Voltage ~ Orbital speed x Magnetic field x Length = vsatBL. 

Since both vsat and B are given, 

a short tether will need a voltage (power) source to drive the current. 

(vsatBL - 2 0 V for Z - 100 m and an induced field ~ 200 V/Km). 

iii) Until recently, the problem of anodic collection was supposed to be solved by 

using either large metallic spheres or inflatable balloons [3, 4], or plasma-emiting 

contactors. An alternative concept, the bare-tether, would use a positively biased 
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segment of the tether itself (lacking insulation) to capture electrons as a large and 

efficient cylindrical Langmuir probe; the fact that this concept has revitalized tether 

electrodynamics suggests anodic plasma contactors are not convincingly efficient. 

However, 

a tether too short might not profit from the bare-tether scheme, 

which follows the collection law 

Current to a bare tether ~ VBias x Plasma density x Perimeter x Length. 

(The advantage of bare tethers against another type of passive anode, the large TSS1 

collecting sphere, rests in geometry effects on plasma kinetics, not in some common 

surface-physics effects revealed by TSS1R flight data, as suggested in Ref. 1). 

* High inclinations: The usual vertical orientation of tethers will probably not work 

for the high orbital inclinations considered, for which the geomagnetic field is close to 

the orbital plane. This motivates the use of short tethers, ending in no single deorbiting 

scheme working for both the lower and the higher inclination ranges. At the proper 

orientation the tether may not benefit from gravity-gradient pulling, and may need to be 

rigid, and thus probably short. A short, rigid tether could be given an optimal 

orientation, although some sort of control might be needed. 

* Low masses: A short, light tether maybe an optimal system for deorbiting small 

satellites. Also, a rigid tether may be a robust system, free of the instabilities inherent to 

the operation of flexible tethers, and highly reliable as regards both deployment and 

survival against space debris. In addition, it would barely increase the cross-section area 

of its spacecraft as a debris itself. 

* High altitudes: At the high LEO altitudes contemplated in the study, plasma density 

is both more dependent on solar activity and smaller than in the F-layer. This might 
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limit use of a short-tether deorbiting scheme to part of the solar cycle. The fact that at 

such altitudes hydrogen, rather than oxygen, is the dominant ion species, may have 

effects of interest, too. 

* References: 

[1] R.L.Forward, R.P.Hoyt, and C.Uphoff, "The Terminator Tether: A Near -Term 

Commercial Application of the NASA/MSFC ProSEDS Experiment", Proc. Tether 

Technology Interchange Meeting, NASA/CP-1998-206900,109-129 (1998). 

[2] R.L.Forward, R.P.Hoyt, and C.Uphoff, "Application of the Terminator Tether 

Electrodynamic Drag Technology to the Deorbit of Constellation Spacecraft", Proc. 

34th Joint Propulsion Conference, Cleveland, OH, 13-15 July 1998, AIAA 98-3491. 

[3] L.Iess et al., "Satellite Deorbiting by means of Electrodynamic Tethers: 

General Concepts and Requirements", 49th Int. Astron. Congress, Melbourne, Australia, 

Sept.28-Oct 2, 1998. 

[4] L.Iess et al., "Satellite Deorbiting by means of Electrodynamic Tethers: System 

Configuration and Performance", 49th Int. Astron. Congress, Melbourne, Australia, 

Sept.28-Oct 2, 1998. 
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2 Short Tether Concept 

* A mass M under a weak tether magnetic drag, in circular orbit, descends at a rate 

l M n ^ L ^ l l ^ (v^aG, n2a>=nB
2RB

3=GME), (1) 

RE and Ms being Earth radius and mass, and a and Q orbital radius and angular 

velocity. We then write 

vSfl( • F = vsal • \ldluT A B - - IEmL . (2) 

Here / is the current averaged over the tether (allowing for bare-tether collection); uT 

is the unit vector along the wire such that / > 0; and the induced electric field is 

Em ^TiT*{vsalAB) (3) 

* We will use the dipole model of the geomagnetic field 

B= Beq{a){%um -ly-u^-B^ailAj+Aj+A^ (4) 

R 3 

* « ( « ) s 5 o ^ h (Bo- 0.31 gauss) 

where Beq is the field at the magnetic equator; um is the dipole unit vector, forming a 

small angle /?,„ &\\.5° & 0.20 radians, with the vector to the geographical South pole; 

and i (upward local vertical), j (horizontal and perpendicular to the orbital plane), and 

k (- v„,/vMr) are unit vectors in the orbital frame. One finds 

A] = cos/?m sinisinO + sinpm (cos#cos#> + cosisinOsinq>)y (5a) 

A2 = cosfi,„ cosi - sinpmsini sin<pt (5b) 

A3 = -cos ftm siiiicosO+sin/3nl (sinOcostp - cosi cos 6 sin g>), (5c) 

where i is the geographical inclination; dO/dt is O, with 0 = 0 at the ascending node; 

and d(p/dt is the difference between the rotation rates of Earth and orbital line of nodes 

(caused by the J2~term in the Earth's gravitational field). One then has 
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TE^v^Bjn^lAj-lAj), (6) 

* Note that coefficient A2 in Eq. (6) oscillates in time with a period of 24 hours, 

while A] oscillates with the orbital period (114 - 2 hours). For current driven by the 

induced voltage EmL, the direction of uT at any given tether orientation naturally 

makes E„, positive in (6), resulting in continuous drag (vS(ll 'F < 0); a voltage source, if 

dominant in driving the current, can achieve the same result by proper electrical 

switching. For the constant vertical orientation of usual tethers one should have ur — i 

x sign (A2), or uT '[A21 -2AJ] = |/f2|, at all times. For i <ni2-pm, A2 is positive 

throughout; using <> to denote averages over 1 orbit, we have 

(7uT '[A2 f - 2 4 j\) - (7\A2\) = Tavcosi, (7) 

with 7av the orbit-averaged current. Equation (7) is correct to terms of order /?„„ but 

its day-average is correct to higher order, because the second term in (5b), which 

oscillates with <p, will almost average out. For nil - pm < i < nil, uT will be 

opposite / over part of each day, with the day-average of {/|^2|) reaching a 

minimum for polar orbits, 

Minimum of (l\A2\) a J sinj3m{\sw<p\) = 7 y sinfim> at i - 90°, (7>) 
it 

where we took / av constant over 1 day for simplicity. Similar results hold for nil < i 

< n. 

* If one wished to make the drag as large as possible, the tether should rotate (in 

the orbiting frame) to keep parallel to the slowly varying A2t-2Aij, with uT pointing 

always in the proper direction. We would then have, to order pm
i
i 

(JuT"[A2i - 2 4 J]) « 7'avisos2 i + Asin2i sin2'9) = I avK{i). (7a) 
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K(i), given in terms of the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, varies from 

K(0°) = I to £"(90°) = 4/TF. Clearly, cumbersome tether rotations are not justified fol

low inclinations, for which the law (7) for the stable vertical orientation is close to (7a). 

* For high inclinations, one can also make do without tether rotation by making the 

tether lie along j (tether horizontal, and perpendicular to the orbital plane), with the 

direction of current switching back and forth, twice along the orbit, when sinO changes 

sign. For not too low inclinations, one finds 

4 
(7uT *[A21 ~2Al ]}) = 2<7|4|> w 7av — sini. (7b) 

At i - 90°, (7b) exceeds (7') by a factor 2lsinpm & 10. Note, however, that this is an 

unstable orientation, the gravity gradient force being here a compressive force. This will 

limit the tether length, making necessary the use of a voltage source. 

Figure 2.1 shows laws (7, 7') - for the full i range -, (7a), and (7b), for the angle 

factor multiplying I av, which is Em/vsatBeq. Although the rotating-tether law (7a) is 

optimal, one can avoid rotation for all inclinations, by using the close and simpler law 

(7, 7') with long, flexible, vertical tethers, for / < 45°; and (7b) with short, rigid, 

horizontal tethers, for 45° < i < 90°. 

* Using then Eqs.(l), (2), (6) and (7b), one finds the average rate of descent, 

1 J (R V 2 A 

2Mn^ = -7^L\-f) ^SM- (8) 

The rate of descent scales simply with total satellite mass M, (twice averaged) tether 

current / „, length £, and orbital inclination; at / = 70° the rate is smaller by 6 %. For 

both drag laws (7, 7') and (7a) the inclination is found to (slowly) approach 90°. With 

our law (7b), however, the rate dildt actually vanishes: The rate of change of orbital 

inclination for a small perturbing (here tether) force comes from its projection onto the 
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normal to the orbital plane, which of course vanishes in our case if the tether does keep 

in its nominal orientation. 

Taking, as an example, initial radius a0 = RE + 1600 Km and 

i = 90°, / m, = constant - 1 A, L = 200 m, M = 500 Kg, (9) 

with RE = 6370 Km, QE = 1.24 x 10-3 s"\ the time to drop to 800 and 250 Km would be 

At =1.29 and 2.06 years, 

respectively. We also find drag values, 

-<vsal •F^Vsat * 4.0 mN and 7.0 mN, 

at 1600 and 250 Km, respectively; and corresponding induced voltages, 

<Em>L = 28.5 V and 54.5 V. 

At a 250 Km height, the lifetime of satellite + tether would be a few days at most. 

* For the high i range, we propose using two uninsulated tethers of length L/2, 

one on each side of the spacecraft, carrying identical plasma contactors at the ends. 

The two tethers would be electrically connected to a power source of voltage Vs at the 

spacecraft. At any given half-period, and for negligible ohmic resistance and 

(moderately) small induced voltage EmL, one (anodic) tether would be biased at a near 

uniform potential 0a > 0, collecting a bare-tether current hj{0a ) over its LSI length, 

and a small electron current Ia(0a ) at its contactor [1]. The opposite (cathodic) tether 

would be polarised at a near uniform bias 0C < 0, and collect a negligible ion current 

over its length, ejecting an electron current 

lc(0c) =U<Pa) +lBl(0a) ( 1 0 ) 

at its end contactor, with 

0n-0c -a>fl+|<Z>c|= V5 +EmL. (11) 
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Anodic tether and contactor appear connected in parallel, and its arrangement connected 

in series to the cathodic contactor (Fig. 2.2). In the next half-orbit, electrical switching 

would reverse the direction of the current and the way each tether works, so as to indeed 

have drag (rather than thrust) all the time. 

* As shown in Fig. 2.2, the current flowing along the tether on the anodic side 

would vary linearly from the anodic end (I - Ia at, say, y = - L/2) to the satellite at the 

middle (I = Ic at y = 0). In drawing that figure we ignored both the induced voltage 

EmL, and the very small olrmic drop. The average current would thus be 

I = Ia+ 3/*r/4. (12) 

Note that, as long as there is bare-tether current, the magnetic torques acting on both 

tethers are unequal. The net torque is proportional to a tether 'magnetic moment', IBT 

L2/12. This torque would be reversed every half-orbit, as a result of the oscillation of 

the magnetic field in the orbital frame, and might have an effect on the attitude stability 

of the tether (see Sec.7). 

* In conclusion, a tether horizontal and perpendicular to the orbital plane is 

optimally oriented for getting maximum drag at high inclinations (with a factor of about 

10 in drag gain over vertical tethers), but it faces several difficulties. To some extent, 

however, there may be ways out of those difficulties. 

;') The horizontal tether is in unstable equilibrium even in the absence of 

net magnetic torque: The tether might be stabilised at some energy cost by making it 

spin around its axis (Thomson stability); see Sec. 7. 

ii) The horizontal tether is wider compression from the gravity gradient; it 

must thus be rigid: A rigid-tether system can be more robust and reliable than the usual 

flexible (vertical) tethers. There exist long masts or booms that are flexible when rolled 
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up around a dmm and rigid when deployed, deployment having been proved and 

validated in space. Also, rigid masts are free of the instabilities that plague flexible 

tethers. 

Hi) The tether cannot be too long, to avoid structural problems such as buckling. 

This results in low anodic bare-tether collection, low drag, and low induced voltage: 

While a short tether will deorbit slowly, it will also survive longer against space debris; 

in addition, it will keep current moderately high by allowing a large perimeter;? with no 

penalty from a large tether mass. With a solar-power voltage source (Vs) to enhance the 

current, a fraction ~ EmL/Vs of that power would go into magnetic braking. 

* References 

[1] J.R.Sanmartin, M.Martinez-Sanchez, and E.Ahedo, J. Propul. Power 9, 353 

(1993). 
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3 Tether Design and Performance 

* Bare Tether Current 

As discussed in Sec.5, the collection impedance of a bare tether is small 

compared with the anodic contact impedance, IBT »Ia> Eq.(2.10) then reading 

U®c) ™hl{0«\ (1) 

On the other hand, the impedance of cathodic contactors is small compared with that of 

bare tethers ifshort(Sec.4),Eq.(l) then giving &a »\&c\- Equation (2.11) now reads 

&a=Vs +EmL-\&c\ *VS. (2) 

The current-voltage characteristic of a bare tether then determines the current, hi{Vs)-

Also, the small current to the anodic contactor can follow if its characteristic is 

approximately known, while the cathodic characteristic would just yield 0C in (1), 

leading to a small correction to 0a in Eq.(2.11). The simplicity and certainty of bare-

tether current collection thus allows a detailed, though approximate, discussion of tether 

design and system capabilities in the face of considerable uncertainties in active 

contactors. 

* The electron current to a long, circular cylinder at rest in an unmagnetized 

Maxwellian plasma of density Nm and temperatures Te and Ti, may be written as 

I/Ith =* a function of {e0JkTe, R/XDe> T/Te)t (3) 

where Ith = surface area x eNm ^JkTe I2nme is the random current to the wire, R and 

0n are wire radius and positive bias, and XDe = ^jkTe I An e2 Nm is the Debye length. 

We note, however, that there exists a domain in the dimensionless parameter space 

(e0a/kTe> R/XDe, Ti/Te) where IIIth depends only on e0JkTe\ this is the orbital-motion-
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limited (OML) regime of cylindrical Langmuir probes. For large e@a » kTe> in 

particular, one has 

4e@a 

I/Ilh = IoML/hh ~J™7^T, (4) yxkT/ 

perimeter I2e0n 

IOUL « ^ — x length x eN„ . (4') 
7t y ?ne 

* The fact that the current law is independent of the ratios R/Ape and T/Te in 

some proper domain means that one could substantially alter plasma and cylinder 

parameters, thus fully modifying the structure of the potential field, without reaching the 

boundary of the OML domain, that is, keeping (4) valid. This is a case quite opposite to 

that of large spherical collectors, as used in the TSS1 tethers. 

The OML current law (4) is valid in a broad parameter domain. For given 

e0(/kTe and Ti/Tei the law is valid for R less than some value Rmax. In particular, for 

Tt/Te ~ 1 (the ionospheric case) and e<f>JkTe ~ 103 (corresponding to 0a » Vs ~ 200 

V, kTe - 0.2 eV) one finds Rmax ^ XDe[\}. 

Actually, the current keeps close to the OML value for some range Rmax < R < 

Rmax.¥or Tf/Te - 1 and eOJkTe ~ 10\ one finds Rmax « 3.4 XDe. Beyond R = 

R max* I/IOML drops fast with increasing R (the current growing too slowly with R, I cc 

Rm) [2]; this results in a lower current-to-mass wire ratio, reducing the collection 

efficiency of the wire. 

* The OML law is quite robust. It is independent of the cross-section shape of 

the cylinder if convex enough, as emphasized by the way we wrote Eq.(4') [3]. It will 

apply to a tether if uninsulated (bare), whether in the shape of a wire or, for instance, a 

tape. It has been found that a thin tape of full width 4R behaves as a wire of radius R 
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as regards OML validity [1]. Bare tethers prove quite useful for electrodynamic 

applications, where substantial electron collection from the ionosphere is required [4-

6]. 

* In the case of an orbiting bare tether, one must consider additional effects, both 

due to its motion relative to the plasma (effect of ion ram energy), and to the 

geomagnetic field. We note in this respect that: 

1) The law is independent of the ion distribution function in the unperturbed 

plasma. It will apply for an orbiting tether even if the characteristic ram energy is large 

compared with the thermal energy, implying a strongly nonisotropic ion distribution 

function, as in the F-layer, where the ram energy of oxygen ions is 

VantVsJ « 4.5 eV » kTf » 0.15 eV. 

Note that, at high bias, the OML law is also independent of the unperturbed 

electron distribution function, as long as it is isotropic, as in the case of an orbiting 

tether (vS(U « electron thermal velocity). Note, in particular, that Te does not appear in 

(4'). 

2) The law applies even if the potential has no rotational symmetry, as in the case 

of a tape. It may thus hold in the presence of a magnetic field, or with an electric field 

that exhibits ram and wake behavior. 

3) Ram energy and magnetic effects then just result in a reduction of the domain 

of validity of Eq.(4). Magnetic effects are weaker when the tether keeps perpendicular to 

the magnetic field, as in our case; one can then roughly say that (4) is valid if neither R 

nor XB& approach the thermal electron Lannor radius [1]. Concerning ram effects, (4) is 

valid, for R/Rmax below unity, at altitudes in the range 800-2000 Km, where H* 
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instead of 0* is the dominant ion especies, and vsnt
2 and 1/7} are somewhat lower than 

in the F-layer, the ram energy then being about thermal (weak anisotropy). 

* It has been suggested (Ref.l in Sec.l) that use of a multiline bare-tether (a mesh 

of wires) would collect current proportional to the width of the mesh; this might then 

result in large currents with light tethers, even at very low densities. Actually, OML 

theory, arising from simple conservation Jaws (particle energy, velocity along cylinder 

axis, and distribution function - through the Vlasov equation -), shows that the perimeter 

to use in Eq. (4') is the actual physical perimeter p [1], Further, for two bare tethers not 

to interfere in collection their distance should be larger than about lAp^e0a I kTe - l r a , 

rather than XDe ~ 1 cm, as suggested in Ref.l of Sec.l. This makes multiline tethers 

problematic. Also, use of two parallel tethers here appears difficult. 

* Tether Design 

Actually, our tether, as noted in Sec.2, could not be a wire or a flexible tape, 

which would buckle under gravity-gradient compression. One should use, instead, long 

masts or booms that may be stored during launch and are rigid when deployed. Slender 

rods have been repeatedly used as antennas or for 'inertia augmentation' purposes; the 

Radio Astronomy Explorer satellite (RAE, 1968), for instance, used an antenna made of 

two booms, 460 m tip to tip (and a 96 m damper boom to help in gravity stabilisation). 

A technology of long, light-weight tubes has been developed for space applications [7, 

8]. Note that our possible use of this technology would pose very weak alignment 

requirements, as compared with scientific or communication uses. 

* Such tubes need not have circular cross-sections, a particular European 

example being Sener's CTM family of masts [9]. In using them as electrodynamic 

tethers, note first, as regards the domain of OML validity, that results on maximum 
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radius for a wire Rmaxt or Rmax> may be extended to cover other convex cross-sections. 

For elliptical shapes, one finds the simple correspondence xA{ae + be) -> R, with ae 

and be the semiaxes of the ellipse; the perimeter is p — 4aeEQn), where E is the 

complete elliptical integral of the second kind, and m = 1 - be
2l ae

2 its parameter. This 

leads to 

for the limit case of a thin tape (be = 0) one would find the known result, p =8R [1]. 

For a given plasma density (i.e., a given ^ e ) , the approximate condition R < 3XDS 

determines in (5) an upper bound for perimeter of ellipses of given eccentricity. 

* The cross-section of a tube mast in SENER's CTM family has two symmetry 

axes, C and H being the dimensions along axes, with a ratio H/C & 0.70. (For 

structural reasons, cross-sections in the family are geometrically similar, all CTM 

properties, including mass per unit length, profile thickness, stiffness around axes, etc, 

being readily scaled). Taking C/2 and H/l as semiaxes of an ellipse, we have m -

0.51, E(in)&\35t Eq.(5) then yielding p & 6.35 R (very close to the circle limit) and 

an upper bound, 

p<19.0ZDe. (6) 

As regards the use of the OML law itself, Eq.(4'), note that the law fails at too 

large a cross-section (R > Rlllax -or R > Rmax- in the case of wires) because of behavior 

in the faraway perturbed potential, which only depends on gross features of the cross-

section, in addition to size (this allowed approximating the CTM cross-section as an 

ellipse). On the other hand, the OML law also fails, independently of size, for cross-

sections that are not convex everywhere, whiclj is the CTM case. The OML law, 
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however, remains very approximately valid if one uses as perimeter m Eq.(4'), not the 

actual value p but the value p* for the minimum-perimeter convex envelope of the 

actual cross-section. For the CTM masts one finds that this modified perimeter is very 

close to p, 

p**0.92p. (7) 

* Assuming that a possible dynamical instability of the Thomson-spinning tether 

can be avoided (see Sec.7), an upper bound to mast length is placed, for each cross-

section, by the need to avoid buckling caused by the gravity-gradient compressive force; 

with the mast spinning, its bending due to the transverse magnetic force should be 

small. Euler's critical force for buckling is proportional to Young's modulus £, moment 

of inertia of the cross-section Isec> and inverse squared mast length, while the 

compressive force is proportional to mast length and mass, 

EIseJ {Lllf ~ Fcr ~n2x X/2x pptLll, (8) 

with Isec ~ pyt [p and / are mast density and thickness). This yields a critical tether 

length 

Lcl2~p4:/ap, (9) 

Since pm„x ~ Xr,e ~ 1/VMC, the maximum plasma density allowing OML collection 

(whatever the safety factor used for buckling) decreases fast with increasing mast 

length, 

Max Nco for OML current ~ \IL\ (10) 

* The smallest cross-section (Size 1) in the CTM family has C = 3.08 cm, H ~ 

2.16 cm, p -8 .32 cm (perimeter of corresponding ellipse - 8.29 cm) and /?* -7 .65 

cm. From (6) one finds XDe & 0.44 cm; this Debye length corresponds to a plasma 

density Nco * 5.7 x10 s cm-3 (for Te = 0.2 eV). The simple relation (9) (with no 
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numerical factors) gives a critical mast length LJ2 ~ 265 m; considering buckling with 

a (full) contactor mass equal to mast mass, reduces LCJ% to 225 m. A more detailed 

estimate (WP-200 Report) gives LJ2 ~ 175 m. With a profile thicknes of 0.05 mm, the 

Size-1 CTM mast, made of Beryllium (and Copper), has a mass per unit length of 34.3 

g/m; two such masts of length i/2 = 125 m (for which the gravity-gradient compressive 

force is 1/5 Euler's critical value), one on each side, would make a total tether mass of 

8.6 kg. The electric resistance of the full two-mast tether would be negligible (» 1 Q). 

* Tether Performance 

Since our bias @a is approximately fixed at the value VSi the current hr ~ IOML 

depends just on Nco, which is the critical parameter. A drawback of the bare tether in our 

scheme is that its collection length is fixed, and thus the current IBT decreases as Nco 

(bare tethers used for power generation or propulsion can adjust to drops in plasma 

density). Most of the deorbiting life of the spacecraft would then take place at the upper 

altitudes. Between, say, 800 and 2000 Km, Nco is nearly independent of height, but 

shows substantial day-night and latitude variations. More troubling, at those heights 

(even down to 600 Km) and the high latitudes of interest for our high inclination orbits, 

Nco is strongly dependent on solar activity. This means that, except for the lowest initial 

altitudes, the rate of descent will be greatly affected by the phase of the solar cycle, our 

scheme, possibly, being only valid for part of that cycle. 

In our calculations we used the best ionospheric model available, the International 

Reference Ionosphere (IRI) 95, developed over the last 30 years [10]. IRI 95 is currently 

regarded as the standard model to predict environment plasma conditions for platforms, 

in both polar and low inclination orbits [11]. Although quantitative uncertainties remain, 

specially so at high latitudes in the topside and plasmaspheric ionosphere, and 
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interpolation in the numerical model allows for some artificial discontinuities in density 

profiles, IRI 95 should give reliable results for the long-average calculations required 

here. 

* Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show IRI profiles for Mo versus latitude at 1600 km height 

and 0:0:0 UT, for a few longitudes (this being roughly equivalent to giving day-night 

variations). The two dates correspond to end of the solar-cycle minimum and beginning 

of maximum. Differences are moderate at low latitudes, but dramatic at high latitudes, 

where \A}\ in Eq.(6) of Sec.2 is maximum. With \Ai\ & sini \sinfy, the proper average 

for the rate of descent when Eq.(4>) is used gives 

\unE (£) = - r^L^J^lsine^sini, (11) 

to be compared with Eq.(8) in Sec.2. Here, / re/ is / (= % IBT + -Q at some reference 

density M ^ / ; as we shall see in Sec.5, a reasonable though crude model for the small 

current to an active anode, gives Ja cc M»> as with passive, bare-tether collection. For 

polar orbits, 0 in Eq.(ll) is just the latitude. Figures 3.3 and 3.4, giving 

Nco \sin(latitude)] nil for the conditions of Figs.3.1 and 3.2, show a extreme latitude 

dependence; the effect will be smaller at lower inclinations (and the more so for vertical 

tethers). 

Figures 3.5-3.12 show M» at 800, 600, 400, and 300 Km altitudes, for the same 

conditions of Figs.3.1, 3.2. Basic features of these last figures are still found down at 

800 Km: equatorial densities quite similar at solar minimum and maximum, polar 

densities VA orders of magnitude larger at solar maximum. Actually, Nm appears to be 

nearly independent of altitude in the range 800-1600 Km. This is clearly shown in 

Figs.3.13, 3.14 for a high latitude. At 600 Km, and the more so at 400 Km, low latitude 
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densities are substantially larger at solar maximum; also, at the lower altitudes, 

equatorial densities keep larger than polar densities at both solar maximum and 

minimum. Note finally that at low latitudes, and contrary to the case of Figs.3.13, 3.14, 

the density increase for height decreasing below 800 Km is very large. 

* The strong latitude dependence in Figs.3.2, 3.6, 3.8, is a hindrance to our 

scheme. Since both Rmax and Rmax decrease with Aoe °c \N N^, the perimeter will be 

limited by the maximum densities to consider; clearly, flatter A^-profiles (at the same 

AC-average) would had allowed larger perimeters. As previously shown, the (CTM 

mast) Size-1 cross-section would collect near-OML current for Na> < 5.7 x 105 cm"3, 

covering almost the entire range of plasma densities of interest. 

* Figure 3.4 for solar maximum and high altitudes makes the average in (11) 

about unity for a reference value Naref = 2.6 x 105 cm"3. Use of Size-1 mast values p* 

= 7.65 cm and Z/2 = 125m, at AC-2.6 x 105cni3, 0a * Vs = 200V, and /B = 0.15 

IBT> then yields 

IBT "IOML » 1 -06 A -> T = IBT (% + Uhr) « 0.96 A. (12) 

At lower altitudes the current IOML will be larger because densities are higher (Figs.3.8, 

3.10, 3.12). At the lowest altitudes, however, IBT will be less than the corresponding 

OML value both because the Debye length will be too small, and because ram effects 

are now important. Aerodynamic drag, here ignored, would come into play, however, at 

these altitudes; anyway, crossing the F-layer peak region, where N#> is largest, would 

take a short fraction of the full deorbiting time. 

* Figure 3.15 presents results on deorbiting time horn 1600 Km, obtained from a 

detailed numerical simulation for a S/C mass M^ 750 kg, p = 8 cm, L - 200 in, i = 

90°, 0a & Vs = 200 V, and IJIBT= 0.15. We integrated the linear momentum equation 
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in the geocentric inertial frame, including the Jrterm in the gravitational field, using the 

IGRF 85 geomagnetic field and IRI 95 models, and ignoring aerodynamic drag. Clearly, 

the short tether might only be effective during part of the solar cycle, For spacecraft 

with mission lifetime over 10 years, the tether might be effective if one would be 

allowed to advance or delay deorbiting by one or two years. For spacecraft with 1-2 

years mission lifetime, the short tether could be useful, depending on the time of launch 

relative to the solar cycle. Figure 3.16 shows the solar activity cycle. 
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4 Selection of Contactors: Existent Technology 

* The selection of a plasma contactor for current exchange between tether and 

ionosphere would be first dictated by the need to keep the weight of the consumed 

expellant (neutral gas) low. The weight of the contactor, its associated electronic box, 

and the neutral gas bottle is not critical. The long working time required from both 

plasma contactors will demand long term stowage of large amounts of neutral gas if not 

efficiently used. Basic additional constraints arise from the limited electric power 

available in the spacecraft, and the requested levels of tether current. 

Hollow cathodes of the simplest (open keeper) type consist of a tube with a 

small hole (typically 1 mm) at one extreme. Expellant gas flowing along the tube is first 

slightly ionized by a chemically impregnated tantalum foil heated up to thermoionic 

emission. As this weakly ionized gas leaks through the small exit at the end, an electric 

discharge is established between the tube, acting as electrode, and a holed plate (the 

keeper) located a few millimeters downstream. The minimum mass flow rate required to 

sustain the hollow cathode electric discharge is typically a fraction of seem (standard 

cubic centimeter by minute) of Xenon. The open keeper hollow cathode is only capable 

of ionizing about 1% of the neutral gas employed as expellant in all cases. The neutral 

pressure inside the hollow tube is high, about 1-20 Torr, whereas the background 

pressure in laboratory tests lies in the range 10"6-10s Torr. 

This low fractional ionization results in strong requirements on neutral gas 

stowage. Volume requirements were solved in early models used in space by having 

mercury as working fluid [1]. However, the presence of chemicals in the plasma 

contactor exhaust damaged the exposed spacecraft surfaces and led to replacing mercury 

by inert gases such as Xenon or Kiypton. This led to new technical difficulties in 
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expellant stowage and degree of purity, gas flow monitoring, and control of the electric 

discharge, which have not been solved until recently. 

* An increase in the efficiency of the hollow cathode discharge is obtained by 

enclosing the space beween keeper and hollow tube. This (enclosed keeper) geometry 

raises the efficiency of the discharge from 1% up to 5%. A third plasma contactor 

design uses hollow cathodes as both primary plasma source and electron emitter, 

reaching up to 80% ionization of expellant in a secondaiy discharge in the presence of 

an anisotropic magnetic field (ring cusp devices, derived from the well known 

Kauffrnann plasma sources). 

Power consumption by hollow cathodes depends on the operational mode. A 

peak startup power is needed to initiate the hollow cathode discharge by heating the 

insert. The power is decreased in the running mode, when insert heating is no longer 

required to sustain the electric discharge. The peak power would be again needed for 

restart in the event of failure. 

* In Table I we present a list of space plasma contactors, mostly hollow cathodes, 

only including those specially designed for use onboard spacecraft under LEO 

conditions. There exists a long list of commercial devices, available for use as electron 

emitters or ion beam sources in plasma-aided manufacturing, which do not meet space 

requirements and will not be discused here. 

The different devices presented in Table I are divided in three different groups 

according to their origin: Europe, US and Russia. Note that each model has been 

designed for a given set of operational conditions, which can differ from those holding 

in the context of the present study. For instance, a requisite for the Space Station is an 

effective electron emission between 0.1 and 10 Amps, the contactor being considered a 
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mission-critical system [2], This requires electric power (53.8 W startup and 36.0 W 

running in steady state) much larger than the power for the STRV device [3], which is 

intended to control differential charging of small satellites. 

* Discussion of available contactors 

The hollow cathode labeled STRV (Space Technology Research Vehicle) [3] is a 

derivation of those employed on T5 ion thrusters (a component of the UK-10 ion 

propulsion system), scheduled to fly on the ESA Artemis communications satellite. The 

original device was developed by the Defence Research Agency (DRA) of UK; STRV-

la was launched on June 17, 1994 (Ariane flight 64). One of the experiments of this 

package consisted in a hollow cathode neutralise!" designed to detect and eliminate 

differential surface charging near apogee. They used mercury as propellant, whereas 

new versions employ Xenon. Both electrical power consumption (less than 20 Watts) 

and Xenon mass flow rate (1.5-6.0 Kg/Yr) are low to moderate and match the 

requirements for our proposed mission. Flight qualification studies for this device are 

under way. 

The next three hollow cathodes, labelled Ncc A/300, A/5000 and A/10000 are 

members of a family developed by Proel Technologies at Firenze (Italy) under ASI 

(Agenzia Spaziale Italiana) contract [4]. The model A/300 presents characteristics 

somewhat lower than STRV: low electric power (38 Watts for startup and 7 Watts 

mnning) and Xenon consumption (about 1.5 Kg/Yr). The two other models are 

supposed to yield larger electron emission currents (more than 1 Amp), exceeding the 

requirements of our proposed mission. In fact, an intermediate model between A/300 

(designed for 300 mA) and A/5000 (5 Amp) would ideally fit the requisite conditions of 

this study. Flight qualification (vibration, thermal stresses, ...etc) studies for these 
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devices, for purposes of charge satellite control, are also under way with support from 

ESTEC [4]. 

The hollow cathodes labelled GPC-1 and GPC-2 are manufactured by the 

Department of Electric Propulsion and Applied Plasmadynamics of the Research 

Institute of Machine Building, and are also commercially available [6]. Performances 

are similar to those of European models previously described, using inert gases (Xenon, 

Krypton and Argon) with similar mass flow rates. Although the power consumption is 

not quoted in the information available, it should be similar too. 

American models cited in Table I were all flown in space missions but present 

different drawbacks. The ATLAS plasma contactor [7]-[8], was flown on Shuttle STS-4 

as part of the SEP AC (Space Experiment with Particle Accelerators) experiment [8]. 

ATLAS was a ring cusp device that would exceed our limits on neutral gas stowage and 

electric power (more than 250 watts). Similar arguments apply to the ongoing 

development of a hollow cathode for the future Space Station [2] (a enclosed keeper 

device with moderate requisites, but still larger than the above mentioned developments 

by Proel and DRA). This plasma contactor is derived from those already used in the 

PMG (Plasma Motor Generator) flight [9], which also exceed the perfonnances of other 

models for our purposes. The hollow cathode employed in the PMG mission used 

batteries to operate for a period of four orbits. Data on power consumption are therefore 

not well defined, although they should be close to Proel Ncc A/5000 because of similar 

performances. 

Similar considerations apply to the Russian model labelled PROGRESS, 

developed under a collaborative INT AS Grant in the context of an electrodynamic tether 

experiment [10]. This device was developed by Bauman University according to 
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Russian spacecraft standards. Russian models OKA and EPICURE, designed by the 

above mentioned Research Institute of Machine Building, follow similar trends. These 

pulsed plasma sources were used in different suborbital flights during the period 1973-

74, with Cesium as propellant, and were also tested on board meteorological rockets as 

well as in some COSMOS flights [11]. Use of Cesium as expellant presents drawbacks 

similar to mercury (highly reactive chemicals at the plasma contactor exhaust) and high 

electric power (Kilowatt range). 

* Determination of plasma contactor performances 

Relevant points for assessment of contactors, in addition to low power and 

neutral gas consumption (and low mass and size), concern certain contactor capabilities: 

1. The production and transport of charges of both signs at the requested level 

of tether current, while sustaining a low potential bias (low contact 

impedance). 

2. Self switching from electron emission to electron collection, according to 

the relative bias between the ambient background plasma and the hollow 

cathode. 

3. Both long lifetime and capability for multiple restarts in the event of failure 

or switching off. 

Plasma contactor performances can be verified to some degree in ground tests, 

previous to qualification for flight. Information from previous NASA flights and other 

sources allow determining the nature and characteristics of laboratory tests to be 

conducted for a long term tether mission. A tentative experimental checking program 

(from Ref. [4]) would cover the following items: 

® Thermal and mechanical stresses. Heating cycling tests. 
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© Activation and ignition tests. 

» Internal hollow-cathode discharge characterization. 

« Current-Volt age characteristic response. 

e Lifetime and restarts tests. 

* Thermal and mechanical stresses 

A critical point concerns the mechanical resistance to vibrations and thermal 

stresses. Although a detailed study of these effects falls beyond the scope of the present 

study, it is worth mentioning some of them. The hollow-cathode body reaches high 

temperatures (between 500 and 1500 °C ) at the start of the discharge, when heating the 

insert up to large electron thermoionic emission. These effects are well known and 

several plasma contactors have been subjected to computer simulations with thermal 

mathematical models. Measurements of cathode tip temperature with an optical 

pyrometer confirmed results from simulations carried out for the Ncc series of Proel 

with the ESATAN code (figures 6, 7 and 10 in Ref. [4]). Similar conclusions have been 

obtained for other devices [12], Problems arising from the high temperatures produced 

in the activation process would be shared by all devices previously cited. 

The mechanical interface must thus be carefully designed to account for any 

undesired state of thermal stresses, as well as vibrations and thermal expansions of the 

device. Also, because the hollow cathode is biased with respect to different elements of 

the interface (ambient plasma, tether, ...), the contactor mechanical interface must be 

electrically insulated by means of some ceramic insulator. A broad variety of tests 

related to all such effects, including heating cycling tests, have already been conducted 

for the Ncc family of devices, in particular for the low power Ncc A/300. 

* Ignition tests and internal discharge characterization 
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As mentioned before, hollow cathodes require an activation sequence for 

establishing the electric discharge. Ignition tests are meaningless unless experimental 

details, such as the characteristics of the power supply used, are clearly defined. After 

ignition the hollow cathode discharge reaches equilibrium at a given current or power 

value. This depends on the type of power supply used in the tests (constant current or 

power) [4], and these details may affect mission design. 

For the purposes of the present study, the hollow cathode characteristics can be 

completely determined in the ground, under laboratory conditions. However, the data 

available in the scientific literature for contactor discharges provide strong indications 

that important elementary physical and gasdynamical processes are still poorly 

understood. Hollow cathodes represent today an active field of research and care must 

be taken in extrapolating predictions from simplified theoretical models to actual 

ionospheric conditions. 

* Current-Voltage characteristic response 

The electron and ion emission features can be well characterized with suitable 

laboratory tests, although procedures for flight qualification are still lacking. The two 

methods currently used to measure the emitted current (electrons or ions) require biasing 

the plasma contactor with respect to either an ambient background plasma or some flat 

metallic plate1. Emitted and/or collected currents are monitored at different bias voltages 

for fixed hollow cathode discharge conditions. There are, however, uncertainties 

involved in the procedure. 

First, the actual ionospheric conditions can not be fully reproduced in laboratory 

simulations; this represents an unavoidable drawback in determining plasma contactor 

!An schematic of this last experimental set up may be found in Figs. 2 and 3 of reference 5. 
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performances. The current collection process from an ambient plasma strongly depends 

on the ion and electron temperatures and density. Laboratory plasmas usually have 

electron temperatures more than one order of magnitude above ionospheric values, and 

charged particle densities up to two orders of magnitude larger. In fact, few plasma 

facilities (a case being the JONAS plasma chamber at ONERA, in Toulouse, France) are 

designed to simulate the low ionospheric densities and temperatures, using a special 

kind of plasma generator. 

Secondly, in many hollow cathode tests, polarization voltages are not always 

clearly referenced to either a common ground or the ambient background plasma (see 

figures 13 and 14 in Ref. [4]), which often lies several volts over the plasma chamber 

walls (usually grounded). This may lead to an overestimation of bias voltages needed 

for large electron emission (or collection), depending on the particular experimental set 

up employed. This constitutes a key point because the bias voltage with respect to the 

ambient ionospheric plasma determines the switching from electron to ion emission 

modes in actual space situations. 

* Lifetime and capability for multiple restarts 

Tins point is also important here. First, if we could fully rest on a bare tether for 

anodic collection, it might be possible to reduce the consumption of Xenon expellant by 

keeping the contactor at the anodic tether end in idle mode (just discharge current) for 

every half orbit. Actually, it might even pay to fully switch off the contactor. The 

electrical energy for the starting sequence, with the low-work insert activated by heating 

into large thermoionic emission, is typically small (about 38 Watts over 120 seconds for 

the smaller contactor in the Ncc series) when compared with the energy requisites for 

quiet running along one orbit (about 7 Watts for 2 hours); the consumed electrical 
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energy could be cut in half. 

In the case of our deorbiting tether, with about 12 orbits per day, more than 4000 

restarts should take place over one year. Long term tests of veiy large numbers of 

restarts have been conducted for several models in Table I, more than 100,000 for the 

Ncc A/300. This has a start time of less than 120 seconds (a time similar for all models 

of the series), ion emission currents below 0.5 mA, and electron emission currents up to 

1 A. An on-off switching sequence for both hollow cathodes, programmed along the 

orbit, might permit to optimize electrical power consumption, and the amount of neutral 

gas stored on board. 

* To conclude, the most promising choice for a plasma contactor would be a low 

power, enclosed keeper, hollow cathode. In fact, as already mentioned, a Proel model in 

the NccA series intermediate between A/300 (designed for 300 mA) and A/5000 (5 

Amp) would ideally fit the requisite conditions of this study. The SRTV contactor might 

also be close to optimal. As an example, for an estimated mass flow rate of 4 Kg/year 

(about 1,5 Seem), each contactor would require 3 Kg for a total mission duration of 1 

1/2 years, if anodic collection would entirely rest on the bare tether. This would require 

a 2 liters gas bottle for Xenon at supercritical conditions (density « 1.5x10s kg/in3), on 

each contactor. From the Table we could estimate a running power around 20 watts. 

Voltage-current characteristics from ground simulations suggest that 1A electron-

emission currents can be reached at 30 V bias voltages [2-4] [10], [12, 13], making the 

cathodic impedance small compared with the impedance of our bare tether. 
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5 Selection of Contactors : Theoretical Modeling 

* Electron emission (cathodic contactor) 

Electron emitters based on hollow-cathode (HC) devices are used satisfactorily as 

neutralizes of ion beams in ion thrusters. Electron emissions of several tens of amps 

have been reported [1]. An ion thruster consists of a HC inside a discharge chamber 

where the ion beam is produced, and an external HC emitting an electron cloud that 

neutralizes both electric charge and current in the ejected ion beam. A plasma contactor 

differs substantially from ion thrusters; the HC device emits an electron beam, its 

negative charge (but not the electron current) being neutralized by ions provided by 

either the HC itself or by a positively biased ambient plasma. 

The space experience on HC electron emission is scarce and only covers low 

currents. The SERT-II [2] and ATS-series [3] experiments on potential control proved 

that low plasma emissions can modify the spacecraft potential by tens of volts. The 

PMG experiment, involving a complete tether system, suggested that the cathodic 

contactor made a small contribution to the system impedance; the maximum emitted 

current was 0.3 A [4]. In support of space experiments, ground tests with cathodic 

contactors [5,6] have showed good current-voltage (C-V) characteristics under abroad 

range of operational conditions. Experimental conditions in vacuum chambers are, 

however, quite different from those found in space. At the critical plasma densities of 

interest in the ionosphere, the emitted plasma cloud should reach distances far greater 

than the size of laboratory plasma chambers. Proper ground simulation of space 

conditions would then require to scale accordingly all characteristic lengths (Debye 

length, Larmor radius, square root of contactor area, ionization mean free path, ...), 

which is impossible in practice; in fact, it is not clear in general, PMG being an 
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example, how actual contactor areas (Acf) compared with each other in space and 

laboratory. Two other dimensionless numbers hard to reproduce on the ground are 

temperature ratio T/Te (about unity in space and very small in the ground), and plasma 

motion past the contactor (ion Mach number - V30 in space). Nevertheless, ground 

experiments are useful in understanding plasma response, and building up theoretical or 

semi-empirical models. 

In spite of difficulties in reproducing actual space conditions, there is a general 

confidence that emission of large electron currents into the rarefied ionosphere is not 

problematic, as proved by the selection of a HC-device capable of emitting 10A to 

control the floating potential of the International Space Station (ISS) [6]. The large 

series of ground tests comparing enclosed-keeper (EK) and ring-cusp (RC) designs for 

the ISS cathodic contactor also proved that the EK design holds a clear advantage in 

terms of development cost, power consumption, simplicity, and robustness of design. 

The only penalty is a slightly larger mass consumption; a ring-cusp contactor provides a 

much larger ion production rate, a feature not clearly necessary, however, in sustaining 

high electron emissions. 

* A simplified scheme of an enclosed-keeper HC operating as cathodic contactor 

is given in Fig.la, which shows three plasma regions and both keeper and overall 

electrical circuits. It has been established experimentally that each HC geometry (tube 

and orifice diameters, particularly), requires minimum discharge current Id and mass 

flow rate m for steady operation (with HC heater switched off). Thus, the keeper 

circuit is designed to operate with keeper current IK somewhat larger than the 

minimum Id, the HC being connected to tether and satellite at some point C to avoid 

undesirable limitations on emitted current (Fig.la). The total discharge current is sum of 
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tether and keeper currents, Id = Ic + h- For Ic and Id given, HC and keeper voltages, 

0C and VK> self-adjust through the interaction of electric field and the various plasma 

species, the C-V response of the contactor verifying a formal relation, 

<&c= ®c(Ic> ?K> m> geometry, ambient conditions). 

* The influence of the mass flow rate on the current-voltage response is seen in 

Fig. lb, depicting the operational modes experimentally identified [5-7]: 

(i) A plume mode at low m, with an almost horizontal characteristic Ic=Ic(&<), 

large fluctuations in keeper voltage, a luminous bluish plume extending 

several centimeters from the keeper and arising from neutral gas excitation, 

and an occasional potential hill attributed to external ionization. 

(ii) A spot mode at large enough m, with a current characteristic near vertical 

until maximum emission is attained. This mode presents higher electron 

densities and temperatures, more efficient internal ionization, and no 

fluctuations. The external potential profile shows neither hills nor sharp steps. 

Higher discharge currents and shorter HC to keeper distances favor this 

efficient operational mode. 

(iii) A mixed mode at intermediate values of m, with transition from plume to 

spot behavior at certain current level. 

* The determination of contactor characteristics requires understanding complex 

physical processes in all tliree plasma regions. The internal HC region has been 

extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically [8]; although there is yet no 

conclusive physical model, empirical know-how suffices to build efficient hollow 

cathodes. Plasma profiles in the external region have been measured too; Fig.lc shows 

the electrostatic potential profile in the spot mode. Several theories have addressed the 
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keeper and external regions but none is fully consistent, or able to predict the different 

operational modes [9]. One thus relies, in part, on values given by experimentalists and 

manufacturers, although mc(Ic) and Or(/c) laws, even if crude, are needed to evaluate 

the performance of tether systems. 

* A tentative law for expellant flow rate was given in Ref. 10, 

where tju is the effective fractional ionization (utilization efficiency) of the gas, vs is the 

ambipolar sound speed and ce = *JkTe I lit me; we took 7} « Te in the expelled 

plasma and wrote r\c = tjJ^lOn/3. Comparing Eq.(l) to values ffj<//c-5.1 and 2.1 

kg/yearxA for Proel Ncc A/300 and A/5000 (Xenon) contactors, one finds rjc = 0.017 

and 0.042, respectively. This would give rju - 5.5 % and 13.6 %, indicating an 

efficiency increase with current, level. The factor ^/To^/3, however, is only an 

estimate; also, there is no accurate method to measure rju for electron emission. We 

propose using (1) with rjc estimated from experimental tests on the selected contactor. 

Concerning <§c(Jc), experiments show the voltage &c covering a limited range 

in the spot mode. For zero emission (Ic s 0), one has VK £ 0 and |<Pe| ~ Ionization 

potential (17V in Ref l l , and 10V in Ref.6). As current emission increases, |(PC| 

increases slightly (to 30V for 1A [11], and just 12-14 V for 10A [6]), while cathode-to-

keeper bias decreases monotonically (~ 12 and 8-10 V in Refs.ll and 6, respectively). 

These moderate potentials justify approximating the cathodic C-V characteristic, for Ic 

below maximum, as 

<be(Ie) * const. (2) 
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* The extension of laboratory results to ionosphere conditions has rarely been 

considered in the literature. Even for the ISS plasma contactor, a critical subsystem 

with an emission requirement of 10 A, we could find discussions of neither that subject 

nor chamber pressure effects on the C-V response. The emitted electron beam has to be 

neutralized by ions provided by the contactor and the background plasma. Due to larger 

background density and limited chamber size, density profiles are much smoother in 

laboratory than in space; for instance, for 1A electron beam, the decrement of ion 

density is 5 to 6 orders of magnitude in space, and 1 to 3 orders in a vacuum chamber. 

Therefore, one might expect larger potential drops, disturbance regions, and magnetic 

effects in space. With the contactor moving through the ionosphere, and no wall 

confinement, gas consumption might possibly be larger too. 

* Electron (anodic) collection 

The PMG [4] and SEPAC [12] missions carried out flight tests of current 

collection by anodic contactors. The PMG experiment used two identical open-keeper 

contactors connected via a 500m conducting tether in elliptical orbit, with ionospheric 

plasma density Nm ranging from 5 x 1010m'3 to 10)2m'3. A battery on board could 

move the upper-lower contactor bias by an amount ranging from + 65 V to -130 V; 

each contactor operated in the cathodic or anodic mode depending on full bias. 

Although overall current data provided limited information about the C-V characteristic 

of each contactor, some measurements suggested good cathodic contact, while current-

closure analyses predict a small radiation impedance (Sec.6); It can thus be assumed that 

the anodic impedance was dominant, the overall cuirent response reflecting the anode 

characteristic Zrt(0rt). 
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The basic result was that the anode could not accommodate plasma density 

changes along orbit (as in passive contact). As Table 1 later illustrates, current 

collection was moderately good at high densities (dayside, F-layer altitudes), with 

currents of about 200-300 mA, full plasma impedance (anodic and cathodic contacts + 

radiation) of about 100 Q, and an effective collection area, Aejj = IJJth (random current 

density) - 15-25 m2, about 100 times larger than the actual contactor area. At low 

densities, however, current just dropped with N&, with similar Ae// (~ 20-30m2). A 

limited plasma production and, more probably, magnetic channeling of electrons seem 

to be the factors limiting Aejf. 

* The veiy low expellant utilization (<1%) of the PMG open-keeper design 

might be partially responsible for the poor performance too. Ground and space 

experiments with enclosed-keeper contactors in the electron collection mode are 

lacking. The ATLAS 1/SEPAC experiment, flown in the STS45 orbiter, used a ring-cusp 

device to limit S/C charging caused by an electron-gun emitted beam. Ground tests [13] 

registered (internal) ion production rates of up to 2A (compared with 25 mA for PMG), 

corresponding to utilization efficiencies above 75%. Flying on a 300 Km orbit at 

different orientations, the current at the anodic contactor reached 650 mA (the Orbiter 

conducting surfaces collected an additional 200 mA electron current); how SEP AC 

current was shared between emitted ions and collected electrons is unclear. The 

collected current yields a value y4e^--100-300 m2, which exceeds PMG by a factor 3-10. 

Actually, the SEP AC current might have been limited by the emission capability of the 

electron gun at the other end of the circuit. Although ring-cusp contactors are a potential 

solution for large anode currents, present operational uncertainties and the large gas 

consumption required make them unsuitable for long-time missions. 
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Currents up to 2A have been collected in ground experiments [11,14] with open-

and enclosed-keeper designs but, again, laboratory parameters did not reproduce space 

conditions. A correct simulation is particularly necessary for anodic contactors, their C-

V response being more dependent on the ambient plasma. 

* Figure 5.2a shows the electric circuit of an anodic contactor, with tether connected 

to the keeper to minimize the contact impedance. Thus, a contactor operating 

alternatively as anode and cathode must allow for electrical switching. Figure 5.2b 

sketches high and low impedance modes of operation found in experiments, and related 

to gas emission rate and utilization. Figure 5.2c sketches external profiles of the 

electrostatic potential for the two operational modes. The main feature of the low-

impedance mode is that the classical space-charge layer, where most of the potential 

drop takes place, lies away from the contactor and confines a quasineutral plasma cloud 

(the core); this intermediate layer is known as a double-layer (DL). The different 

potential profiles for cathodic and anodic contactors, indicate that there is no symmetry 

between the plasma processes for electron collection and emission. 

* A spherical model for collisionless, unmagnetized, monoenergetic electrons, due 

to Ahedo et al. [15] explains the different operational modes of anodic contactors and 

computes the anodic current in terms of the emitted ion current /,- and the contactor bias, 

/„ = IJJu 0a). Operation in the low-impedance (core/DL) mode corresponds to an 

emission current above some 'space-charge-limit' value: 

Ii>IscL~AclV(TJmi)) 

where Ac( is the collecting area of the contactor. The C-V response is determined by the 

Langmuir law for double layers, 

Ie(h (2>fl)=/fc(0fl)/,V(jiiAg, Ia - / /+/*«/« , (3a,3b) 
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with //i(<2>n) ~ 0.5-1, typically. The DL acts as effective collection surface, satisfying 

Ie *\.5x4nrlLJ(hi (4) 

with Jsh=eN^rFJlmne [15]. 

* Equation (3 a) is valid for conditions well outside the OML regime for spherical 

or sphere-like geometry. At large e&JkTe, the OML current is 

' . « W O M L ( * . W * 4 , ^ | - - (5) 

Electron currents larger than I0ML have been claimed in laboratory experiments, but it is 

unclear whether this was due to collisional effects. The OML current will be taken here 

as a conservative limit. The C-V response has three (no-core, core/DL, and OML) 

branches [15]. The anode current characteristic, Ia = Ia(Ih ®a)> depends mainly on If 

for the low-impedance (core/DL) branch, and on 0a for the other two branches. For 

given 0m the optimum point in the C-V characteristic lies at the transition to the OML 

regime, corresponding to an emission current 

•' *'•*' ' nh
 m fixing' 

For typical mission conditions 

Jth - 3 mA/m2 (Nn = 2.5 x 1011 m*, Te - 0.2 eV), <Pa - 200V, (6) 

and Act ~ 0.3 m2 the OML current is 0.9A and this is reached with a Xenon ion current 

of Iii0pt ~ 3mA, only. 

* Ahedo [16] generalized the model of Ref.15 to include external ionization of 

the expelled gas by electron impact, which is important in most ground experiments 

with an intemiediate DL. It was found that laws (3)-(4) are still valid, /,- now being the 

ion current reaching the DL. When external ionization is dominant, the core size, rco> 
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self-adjusts to produce the ion current required by the Langmuir law, Eq.(3a). If ^0„ is 

the mean free path for ionization, one has 

«1, 

only a small fraction of the electron beam being thus affected by ionizing collisions. 

Since Xt0tt depends on both 0n and gas density, the collected current can decrease 

when the gas density is increased, and the dependence of /„ on 0n is stronger for 

external ionization than for internal one. Anyhow, external ionization should be 

inefficient under space conditions because the density of emitted neutrals decays fast 

away from the contactor. 

* Gas consumption rate m a and emitted ion current Is keep the identity 

m = _ L X , (7) 

with the fractional ionization ;/u around 1% and 5% for open and enclosed keepers, 

respectively. From Eqs. (3) and (7) one obtains a relation similar to that holding for 

cathodic contactors [Eq. (1)], 

'"* mt F% „ _ „ „ *» 

For a typical (enclosed-keeper) figure of 7/„=0.03 and Xenon, one has mjla = 2.9 

kg/year. Therefore, the core/DL mode of operation requires low mass consumption 

(even when rju is low), making unnecessary the use of complex ring-cusp contactors 

(with rju about 80%). 

* In a magnetized plasma electron flow tends to be channeled along field lines, and 

electron collection becomes anisotropic. There is yet no consistent theory of current 

collection in magnetized plasmas. For a discussion of the different theories see 
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Laframboise and Sonmor [17]; most of the works cited below are discussed in this 

review. A frequently invoked theory is that of Parker and Murphy, developed for a cold 

(e0JkTe » 7), collisionless plasma. It gives an upper-bound, IPM, to current collected 

by a sphere-like object of radius Rcl, 

IPM = 2ApMJ,h, APM = nRJfict + 2rM), rM = le^2e®JkTe, (9) 

where APM is the cross-section area of the magnetic tube that collects electrons, le ~ 

(kTejne)
l/2/eB is a thermal Larmor radius (/e ~ 3.5 cm), and ru is the Larmor radius at 

energy e<X>a. The validity of this theory for space conditions is under revision: PMG 

currents are up to 12 times larger than the Parker-Murphy upper-bound, and TSS-1 and 

TSS-1R [18] currents (collected with a passive sphere) were 2-3 times larger than that 

limit. Different effects that favor plasma transport perpendicular to the magnetic field 

have been proposed to explain the enhancement of current. 

* A persistent suggestion has been that plasma turbulence induced by current 

instabilities might result in large, anomalous collisional scattering of electrons, breaking 

down magnetic channeling (and dominant orbital motions) [19]. Ground experiments (in 

an unmagnetized plasma) show low-to-mo derate fluctuation levels in the plasma 

response, and occasional thermalization of the electron beam, both possibly originated 

by current-driven instabilities. However, there is no direct evidence that turbulence 

shields out magnetic guiding and enhances substantially current collection. A second 

suggestion, by Thompson, is that, for a moving spacecraft, plasma drift across the lateral 

walls of the magnetic tube of Parker-Murphy could enhance the current. Several authors 

[19, 20] have proposed a modified Parker-Murphy formula 

4 w hfPM - 2fdPMAPMJlh. (10) 
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Experimental data yields {1PM~2-3 for TSS-1R; for PMG (see table 1) one has fXpu~ 

6-12 when only the contactor was collecting electrons, and }4PM~ 2-3 when the metallic 

structure of the rocket did collect a significant fraction. However, even Eq. (10) is 

disputed for TSS-1R: Vannaronni et al. [19] have shown that the C-V response of TSS-

1R fits much better the scaling law of Langmuir-Blodgett theory for unmagnetized 

plasmas than the modified Parker-Murphy formula; besides, in-situ measurements 

detected no electron guiding inside the sheath. A recent analysis [21] gives theoretical 

support to a weakly-magnetized, thick sheath around TSS-1R. 

* Analysis of PMG and TSS-1R results indicates that a plasma-emitting contactor 

has a certain capability to diminish magnetic guiding effects. The large experimental 

value of fiPM for PMG suggests that Eq. (10) is not very appropriate for plasma-

emitting contactors. We propose here a crude model on how a core/DL plasma structure 

could enhance the collection of current. Since the core potential is close to the contactor 

potential, electrons come into the core with energy ~ e<f?a. Due to the large potential 

jump at the DL and the magnetized trajectoiy of electrons, collisions, although 

infrequent, will probably trap electrons within the core and they will be collected 

eventually by the contactor. Accepting this scenario, plasma conservation laws indicate 

the core size rco is self-adjusted to about VM- Parker-Murphy theoiy is then applied 

witli the core external surface as 'virtual anode'; substituting Rct by Rct + t'M in (9) and 

introducing a factor JAM to take into account additional transverse transport (by satellite 

motion, for instance) one has 

Je * IM = 2MMAIJ,J,> AM = MRct + rM) (Rct + 3rM). (11) 

Table 1 compares PMG results with Parker-Murphy law (9) and with Eq. (11). Although 

the available data is scarce, the crude model proposed here yields a much better 
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agreement, with JJ,M ~1-1.7. It will be accepted here, at least as the extrapolation 

algorithm of PMG results for estimates of anodic current in our mission conditions. 

4(mA/m2) 

0«+|0c|(V) 

/(mA) 

/*A*(cm) 

MPM 

MM 

12 

-40 

-300(*) 

71 

3.3(*) 

1.11(*) 

12 

-9 

-130(*) 

34 

2.2(*) 

1.13(*) 

12 

16 

70 

45 

7 

1.23 

12 

59 

180 

86 

10 

1.04 

0.5 

-79 

-4? 

100 

0.5 

-15 

-1? 

43 

0.5 

53 

13 

81 

7.6 

1.67 

0.5 

112 

15 

118 

6.3 

1.01 

Table 1: PMG results at maximum and minimum thermal current. Minus and 

plus signs in 3VH<PC| and / correspond to the two directions of the current along 

the tether; <P„+|(2>C| is estimated neglecting radiation losses; rM is calculated 

taking 0rt+|<Z>c| & cP„; ^c,=0.3ma except in (*) where v4c/=4.5m2 due to electron 

collection by the Delta II metallic structure. 

For }'M» RCh Eq.(ll) yields AM&^TWM* whereas ApM^itRnt, that is for large 

e0JkTe one has 

Iu = Mul2*l.*^Jil, (12) 

instead of the Parker-Murphy scaling law IPM ̂  V<Pfl. Equation (12), having the (In

dependence of the OML law (5), also determines a maximum collected current. The 

relation 

Iu'toHLriPul.1'**2. (13) 

shows the magnetic channeling limit as the lowest upper-bound for le < Rct 1$//*/, which 

is the case of ionospheric applications. Since Eq.(12) is based in the core/DL model, we 

assume that the minimum ion current needed to collect Ie = IM is given by the 
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Langmuir law (3a); then, Eq. (8) is still valid for ma(Ia). The ratio between the current 

collected by the anodic contactor and the bare tether is 

Ix* _ -m It e® lM _. , . m - 3 / 2 _ * ^ 1 2 ^ - ^ —f-. (14) 
iBT pi y kTe 

For Eq. (12) —but not for Parker-Murphy law (10)-, large anode potentials favor 

collection by the contactor. For mission conditions (6), Eq. (12), with //&/~l -1.7, yields 

h ~ 160-260mA, and Eq.(10), with ///>A/~6-12, yields Ie ~ 60-120mA. These two 

estimates indicate that the anodic contactor will be unable by itself to collect the level of 

current required by the mission, so the presence of a large bare boom is essential. The 

marginal role attributed to the anodic contactor suggests also that contactor selection be 

made on the basis of cathodic performances. 
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6 Current Closure 

* Current exchanged between tether and ionospheric plasma makes its way 

through the ionosphere to close a circuit. This current closure determines an impedance 

affecting the overall electric circuit. Also, if closure occurs near the tether it might 

modify the way contactors collect current, and thus contactor impedance. This might be 

particularly critical for the short tethers here contemplated. 

* Note first that, for a tether lying near parallel to the local geomagnetic field, 

electrons could find an easy direct path along field lines, connecting the cathodic and 

anodic regions near the tether. This extreme near-field closure could affect both 

ionospheric and contact impedances. Our tether, however, being at right angle to the 

orbital plane, is near nonnal to the magnetic lines for the high-inclination orbits of 

interest. (The same applies to the usual vertical tethers in the case of low inclinations.) 

* Two ways of far-field circuit closure in the plasma traversed by a F-layer tether 

have been suggested. The motion of moon Io tlirough Jupiter's diluted magnetosphere is 

somewhat similar to the case of a tether. As in early analyses of Io's case [1], part of the 

TSS1 community assumed DC-like closure in the E-layer, through transverse (Pedersen) 

conductivity ("unipolar inductor" model). The argument, however, has been finally 

settled in favor of an earlier, alternative possibility [2, 3]: closure tlirough current 

carried in Alfven (and Lower Hybrid) waves radiated to "infinity"; see Ref. [4] for 

Alfven Wave structure. 

For the Alfven waves radiated by tethers in the F-layer, where 

m/nte * 30,000 » vAVvsa? ~ 1,500, 

one has 

s}{oS)ln2 ~vSfll2/vA
2, 
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£2(co) ~ si(co) « n2 = c2k2/afi « £3(0)). 

Here, VA is the Alfven velocity, and £1 and 83 (£>) are the usual diagonal (off-

diagonal) components of a cold-plasma dielectric tensor. Far-field closure follows from 

a simple relation between Alfven current-density components parallel and perpendicular 

to the magnetic field, 

~4£xln2~ v-</v^ ~ ykms-i/260hn^ ~ 1/40. 

For tethers 10 km long (but not for our short tethers), current closure might thus reach, 

in principle, into the E-layer. DC closure, however, assumes current makes closed loops, 

this requiring an impossibly fast current-loop round trip, given the extremely short times 

thin tethers take to fully cross a magnetic field line. (Io's case, because of its giant size 

and uncertainties in Alfven velocity, is not yet fully settled [5-7]). Both Alfven and 

Lower Hybrid impedances are negligible. Alfven impedance is typically about 10 vjc2 

~ 0.3 Q. The Lower Hybrid impedance varies as miaII, being about 0.4 Q for 

oxygen and 1 A current [3, 8]. 

* Tether wave radiation at the topside and plasmaspheric regions does present a 

novelty over the F-layer case. As already noticed, the Alfven impedance at F-altitudes is 

determined by the large value of the parameter iniVsat
2/ meVA2- At the altitudes now of 

interest, however, hydrogen, rather than oxygen, is the dominant ion species, m,- being 

thus reduced by one order of magnitude. Further, VA2 is inversely proportional to both 

mf and density N^ winch is sensibly reduced itself. The bottom line is that now mySQl
2/ 

meVA2 is small. The result is that Alfven (but not Lower Hybrid) radiation differs from 

that occurring in the F-layer. Preliminary results still suggest both far-field closure and 

Alfven impedance negligible for the overall electric circuit, although the impedance is 

one order of magnitude larger than in the F-layer case. 
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* Concerning near-field closure, numerical simulations allowing for nonlinear 

effects, but limited to frequencies well below the ion gyrofrequency (MHD models), 

have given some evidence of partial (25% and over) closure for moderately short (~140 

m) tethers [9, 10]. We note, however, that standard numerical difficulties precluded the 

carrying out of simulations at the proper thermal-to-magnetic pressure ratio (/?), which 

is less than 10"4 in the F-layer, and even smaller in the topside and plasmaspheric 

ionosphere. Values p — 0.1 and over were actually used in the calculations. This 

introduces the Slow Magnetosonic mode and important false effects from thermal 

pressure gradients. For such unrealistically hot, high-/? plasmas, the ion thermal speed 

would replace vsat\ with 

jpar/jj. ~ (ion thermal speed)hA ~ V/3 > 0.3 

partial near-field closure would indeed follow, as found in the calculations. 

* A different claim for near-field closure has been put forward. Laboratory 

experiments suggested that tethers radiate whistler, rather than Alfven, waves [11, 12]. 

It was then proposed, on the basis of numerical simulations, that whistler waves lead to 

tether near-field closure [13], We note that, for whistler waves, one does have indeed, 

jpa/jj. ~ 1. It was later shown, however, that the "satellite" velocity simulated in the 

1990 experiments was large compared with the laboratory Alfven velocity VA, a case 

opposite the real ionospheric one, this making the difference between whistler and 

Alfven (and Lower Hybrid) emission [8]; the experiments had a ratio 

VSJVA ~ 200kms"V 4kms"1 » 1. 

* There exists some experimental evidence of circuit-closure in the very near field, 

through interaction of the plasma clouds of anodic and cathodic contactors in tethers 

carrying both types. The Plasma Motor Generator (PMG) tether, flown in 1993, was 
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deployed with the contactors on to a full length of 500 m, at a constant rate of 2-3 m/s 

[14]. The clouds seemed to overlap for the first 5 seconds (up to 10-15 m contactor 

distance), the current then dropping to a value 2.5 lower. Tether lengths 50 m and over 

appear quite safe as far as active cathode-anode interaction is concerned. 

* Concerning bare-tether effects on closure, note that OML collection reaches a 

distance perpendicular to the tether itself that is about l/2ps[e0a I kTe; this distance is 

about 1 m in our case. The anodic contactor, if on, could thus only interact with the 

tether over a negligible tether length. Note, next, that the effect of the plasma cloud from 

the cathodic contactor on bare-tether or anodic-contactor collection would be largest if 

that cloud were isotropic (over a hemisphere). Equating Ic ~ InReffJth to IBT (=
 IOML) 

one finds an effective cloud radius independent of N** 

Ja xlnRejf -Jth xL/2 xperimeter we&JnkTe, 

leading to Reff ~ 4.7 m for values L = 200 m, p = 8 cm, &a ~ Vs ~ 200 V, and 

kTe ~ 0.2 eV, which is very small compared with L/1. The anodic cloud, if at all, 

would be smaller in the ratio <Jla I Ic. 
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7 Tether Attitude 

* Here we consider the large net torque exerted by the magnetic field on our 

tether because of the unequal current distribution arising from bare-tether current 

collection (Fig.2 in Sec.2); we discuss how to eliminate or reduce the effects of that 

torque. For simplicity, we shall use a (rigid body) attitude model, which is crude if only 

because of solar panels, which make a model with two or more bodies in relative motion 

more appropriate. Our purpose in trying to balance the tether magnetic torque is to make 

the problem of attitude control look reasonable; given the mass limitations that our 

deorbiting tether system will face, one should probably lean on 'semipassive' control 

techniques. In any case, it should be clear that, even if the magnetic torque is balanced 

out, some auxiliary stabilisation would be needed. 

* Basic equations 

In the orbital frame, the attitude of our system (made of satellite and tether plus 

contactors), taken as a rigid body, is governed by the angular momentum equation 

^=M0+M,+Mm, Ha=l0 -co , (1) 
at 

where m and HG are the system's angular velocity and momentum, and MG> M. 

and Mm are gravity, inertial and net magnetic torques. For a circular orbit, and using 

unit vectors for the orbital frame as in Sec.2 [i (upward local vertical), j (horizontal 

and perpendicular to the orbital plane), and k = vsat/vsnl], one has 

MG ^3a2iA(IG -o, M, = -n2]A(IG •]) +2no>A(iG -]-I0J). (2) 

We also introduce a body frame with unit vectors /„, j 0 , k0 along the principal 

axes of inertia at the system's center of mass (G), with the tether along jQ, and both 

frames coinciding at the nominal orientation (we assume the tether deploys following a 
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principal inertia direction of the satellite). Once the tether has been deployed our system 

is quasi-axisymmetric from the inertia point of view, with the moment of inertia around 

the j 0 axis, /,,#, veiy small compared with near equal moments Ix0 and Izo\ typical 

values would be Iy0 ~ 103kg-m2 and IXQ ^IZ0 « / / -3 - lOx 104kg-m\ where // is the 

common value for Ixo and Izo when only tether and contactors are considered. In 

Eqs.(l, 2), IG and IQ represent the central inertia matrix of the system and the inertia 

moment relative to G, 

0 0 IJ 

with Ix0 * I20K /,, Iy0 «It. 

* For the current distribution given in Fig. 2.2, the net magnetic torque Mm would 

just depend on the bare-tether current, 

Mm = -~L2]0A(J0AB) = ^ L%, (3) 

where Bn = B - B • j 0 . Note that Mm- Bn keeps positive independently of Bn, which 

fully rotates once per orbit while current direction is reversed twice (in the nominal 

orientation); this positive sign may be shown to arise from the fact that current in Fig. 

2.2 always flows toward the mast with lower average torque. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show 

representative values for the magnetic torque during the first 10 revolutions of a polar, 

circular orbit at 1600 Km altitude, for the tether used in our dynamical simulations of 

Fig. 3.15, at nominal orientation, and for low and high solar activity, respectively. 

* Tether equilibrium 

At equilibrium in the orbital frame, and in the absence of magnetic torque, 

Eq.(l) reduces to the equation MG + Mt = 0, requiring that the principal axes of inertia 
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lie along the unit vectors i ,/', and k [1-6]. When some dissipation is allowed for, the 

only stable equilibrium corresponds to the axis of minimum inertia ('minor axis') lying 

on the vertical, and the axis of maximum inertia ('major axis') along j (the axis of 

intermediate inertia lying along k). A satellite is then said to be 'gravity gradient 

stabilized', one of its faces continually pointing to Earth (Earth-facing satellites). 

With dissipation ignored (for not too long times), there are DeBra-Delp equilibria 

for the nominal orientation of our tether (minor axis -y0 axis- along normal to orbit), but 

they do not apply to our system, which has Iy0 « Ixo> ho- Stability can still be 

achieved, however, by means of a spin of angular speed v around the tether axis, winch 

is an axis of near symmetry for the entire system (Thomson equilibrium); with our 

choice of axes f ,J, k, opposite Thomson and orbital rotations correspond to v> 0. No-

dissipation stability holds in some domain of dimensionless parameters vlQ and ku 

Iy0 *x0 

kt = "i 

*y0 *z0 
(4) 

In our case, with kt very close to -1, Thomson stability requires that \v/Q\ be large. 

* For an analysis of Thomson stability including the magnetic torque, we 

linearize Eq.(l), together with Eqs.(2, 3). To detennine Mm we use the dipole model for 

the magnetic field, as given by Eqs.(4) and (5a-c) in Sec.2. To locate the body frame (xo> 

yo,zo) in the orbital frame we use Euler angles in a 3-1-2 sequence, such that $3 is the 

angle rotated about the tangent to orbit, $1 the angle rotated about the intermediate XQ 

axis, and fo the angle rotated about the tether axis, yo. The rotation matrix D between 

orbital and body frames, |70, j0> k0] ~ [i,j\ k]D, then is 
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sfa-sinfasinfasinfa -sin$3 cos^j cos$3sin$2 +sin$lsin$.i cos^2 

$3+sin<f>2 cosfasinfa cos^3cos^ sin(j)3sin<j>2 -sin<f>x cos^3cos^2 

~cos$xsin$2 sin$x cos0,cos$fr2 

cos ̂ 2 cos ( 

cos^25m^3 

cos$xsin$2 sin$x cos0,cos$fr2 V -COS^,MH0>2 SZH^, C O S ^ C O S ^ J 

The satellite angular velocity may now be written as CO =pi0+ qj0+ rkQy with 

p~$x cos^2 -$3 cos $lsin$2, 

r = $lsm$2 + {j>3cos(j)x cos^2. 

We next take #, + 1 small and v/O large, introduce the dimensionless time 7 = Ot 

and write ' = d/d7, arriving at 

</>;'-(c+\)0;-c0l+bA2<t>3=-2bAx, (5a) 

^+(c+\)$;-bA20x-(c+l)03 = "H» (5b) 

with j4;-i4j given by Eqs.(5a-c) of Sec.2, and 

b=L2IBTBott2ItaE
2, c s (A>+ 1)M«3 +1. (6) 

For £ - 200 m, IBT= 0.8 A, and 7 , = 5 x 104 kg-nv\ we have 2>« 1. 

* Note that the magnetic torque both acts as external driving and modifies the 

coefficients of the homogeneous part of (5a, b) through the ^-terms. Since A2 

oscillates slowly in the 7 time scale, we take it as constant to find an approximate 

characteristic equation; 

Z4 + (c2 - 2)X2 - 2(c + V)bA2X + c2 + 3c + (bA2f = 0. (7) 

For b = 0 (no magnetic torque), Eq.(7) determines the stability of Thompson 

equilibrium, for small k{ + 1 and large | v//2|; equilibrium is stable when the value of c 

satisfies either c < -3 or c > 3.35, all the eigenvalues being then imaginary. 
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* When the current is on, two eigenvalues have positive real part, regardless of 

the value of c. For our high inclinations, A2 is small, and Eq.(7) may be approximately 

solved to give 

ReA,_4 *± , / / 2 = ^ > b\A2\« 1. (8) 

As a result of (8), the behavior of solutions to Eq.(7) is radically dependent on orbital 

inclination. For exactly polar orbits, /' = 90, A2 averages to zero, changing sign in 

Eq.(5b) of Sec.2 every half day (12-16 orbits). For the average growth during half a day, 

and taking c4 large in (8), we have 

, - bxaveragelAJ b 
| R e A M | / i r * ^ J - ^ i x(6"8 )x2^ r * 2 8 / ? M x - , (9) 

which is typically around 1 for, say, c « 5. Numerical computations show motion is 

then stable over long periods. 

However, as soon as cost * 0, no matter how small, the day-average value of A2 

in Eq.(5b) of Sec.2 is cost , and motion becomes unstable after a certain number of 

orbits, a result again verified by numerical simulations. For / = 89°, say, and c « 5, we 

have 

1 1 ^ bxcosi 
{Re^lAt * QAt*\, (9') 

for At ~ 3 days. For O ~1G~3 s"1 and Idly* ~ 50, a value c = 5 yields v - 0.2 rad/s. 

* Controlling the instability using magnetotorquers onboard the S/C faces 

difficulties. A torquer of magnetic moment m0 adds a term JU0AB on the right hand 

side of Eq.(l). If m0 is placed along ]Q> its torque, being normal to Mm in Eq.(3), 

cannot balance it; also, the resulting new term in the caracteristic equation for the 

linearised form of (1) may be shown not to modify the instability. One can balance M , 
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on the average, placing mQ normal to the tether; the torque WT0A£ , however, has now a 

component along the tether which can substantially disturb its dynamics, since the 

inertia moment Iyo is so small. Anyway, note that torquers with a very high magnetic 

moment would be required, IBTL2/12 being about 3 x 103 A-m2 for IBT ~ 1 A and L 

= 200 m. A permanent magnet with such a moment would weigh about 10 kg. 

* Another way out of the instability involves contactor rearrangement to balance 

the torques from the anodic and cathodic masts. This may be achieved by using a third 

contactor located at the S/C, to eject electrons on the cathodic side, just past the voltage 

source. This contactor should be required to reduce the cathodic current to a value /„ + 

/ijj/3. Note, however, that this would degrade tether performances by reducing the 

average current to a value 

/ = /„+ 5 W 1 2 , (10) 

to be compared with Eq.(12) in Sec.2. A second scheme would keep use of two 

contactors, located, however, not at mast ends but at a distance V% L x 1/Y3 from the 

S/C. The average current would now be 

~ / 1+2/^3 
i--^ + —^—iBT. do') 

* The spin required for Thomson equilibrium would have to be imparted to our 

system at the start of operation by some control-attitude tliruster from the primary 

mission. Since Iyo is very small, however, the angular momentum required is small too, 

vlyo - (c -1) IXQQ ~ 3 N x m x minute, 

for c - 5 and Ixo = 5 x 104 kg-m2. Any dissipation, if small, would just make necessary 

imparting to the system such angular momentum a number of times. We note, however, 

that stmctural damping could make our spiiming tether very strongly unstable if the spin 
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frequency is higher than the lowest (vibrational) resonant frequency. A simple estimate 

shows that this would be the case for CTM Size-1 masts (Sec.3) of length L/2 ~ 100 m; 

to avoid this instability one might need using a length L/2 ~ 50 m, making our tether 

not competitive against electrical thrusters (see Sec.lO). We assume here that, as 

suggested by some nonlinear analyses, stabilizing nonlinear effects allow using masts at 

spin frequencies above the fundamental vibrational frequency (see Final Report for WP-

200). 
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8 Thermal Balance 

* As with tethers in general, each mast can be considered thermally insulated from 

the S/C because of its length. On the other hand, its entire surface may be taken as 

isothermal, both because heat input turns out to be nearly uniform over the entire mast 

length, and because the mast is spinning (and has a small cross-section). There is thus 

no differential heating. Thermal cycling, however, can pose difficulties as usually. 

* In the heat balance equation for each mast, 

C—^~Qsun + Qalbedo + QEarth ~ Qoul +Ql> W 

the first two terms in the right hand side are the heat inputs from direct and reflected 

solar radiation, ranging from maximum values 

A A 
(Qsun + Qtftafo)»« = r aw ws + AFam aw, *-tfam w„ (2) 

to zero during eclipses. Here, A is mast surface area, auv is absoiptance (at visible 

and UV frequencies), ws is the solar constant (« 1.4 x 103 w/m2), and a is Earth's 

albedo (« 0.34). In estimating the projected area in the direction of Sun, we took a circle 

for the mast cross-section. We also took F « 0.3 for the viewfactor (horizontal tethers 

at about 1000 km altitude [1]). 

The third and fourth terms in Eq.(l) account for thermal radiation (input from 

Earth, output from mast), 

& * • - a,„ = AemFwE-AsmaX- Asm(03wE-crBT% (3) 

where sm is the emittance (at infrared frequencies) and wE is Earth's heat emission (» 

0.24 x 103 w/ma). The last tenn in Eq.(l), arising from the electron bombardment in the 

bare-tether collection process, only applies to the anodic phase of the mast, 
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A \2eV A 
Q, «y.I*=-eV.* N. A-^ « - w,, (4) 

V e 

Wj » 0.019 x (JvyiO5 cm"3) x 103 w/m2. (5) 

Ohmic heating is clearly negligible (~ 1 watt). 

* Assuming the mast heat capacity is small, its temperature Twill make excursions 

between minimum or "cold", and maximum or "hot" values. The cold temperature will 

occur when the mast acts cathodic during eclipses, the third and fourth terms in Eq. (1), 

as given in (3), then balancing each other, 

TcoMK(03wE/crB)mKl9QK. (6) 

The hot temperature occurs in the anodic phase at maximum values of solar irradiation. 

One may take into account the electron bombardment input Q} by just writing auv —> 

auv + #«/107cm"3 in Eq.(2), the hot temperature now satisfying 

°BThot ^0.3wE + 
l.3w.( N, ^ 

a„v +-718 
m v 107cm j 

(7) 

We can get from (7) a lower bound for maximum temperature by ignoring both Q^^ 

and Q}, which are comparatively small, 

Tkat > (1.3 auy wslaBmR)m -318 {aVv/sm ),/4 K. (8) 

Earth's radiation can be ignored for auv » 0.12fi//e; Qt can be reasonably ignored 

except at F-layer plasma densities. To keep both maximum temperature and thermal 

excursions low, in order to avoid solar-induced thermal excitation, one might thus need 

covering the masts with some (conductive) high-emittance coating. 

* One may easily show that mast temperature will indeed quasisteadily follow 

heat input cycles. A Sener's CTM, Size 1, 100 m long mast has heat capacity about 1.2 

x 103 J/K and surface area ^ « 8 m 2 . When the heat input jumps as the mast moves from 
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solar shadow to full irradiation, its temperature takes only At & 0.9/auy minutes in 

rising 150 K. This must be compared with cycle times of 25-50 minutes (1/4-1/2 

orbital periods). 
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9 Demonstration Mission 

* Although there are important points yet to be settled and preparatory tasks to 

be earned out, we suggest the short-tether concept should be tested soon as a secondary 

mission on board some appropriate S/C, if available. S/C mass should be 500-1000 kg 

and orbital inclination over 70°. To take advantage of solar near-maximum conditions, 

keeping deorbit time under 1 year, altitude should not exceed 800 Km, with deorbit 

starting no later than early 2002. With only 2}/2 years left till start, only a S/C with short 

(primary) operational life would fit the conditions. 

* Since there is no need for optimal design, we propose just using Size-1 masts 

from Sener's CTM family, each 100 m long (see end of Sec.7), the mass of the two-

mast tether being 6.9 kg. Masts should be covered with some conductive polymer 

coating for protection from thermal cycling (and possibly, F-layer oxygen attack). Mass 

of deployer mechanism and box for Size-1, allowing for easy storage and reti'action of 

20 m masts, stands at 1kg. Although the radius of the stowing drum is independent of 

mast length, a larger box and two drums would be needed. On the other hand, allowing 

for no retraction saves weight in the deployment mechanism (two clutches plus 

retraction drive). On the whole, the mass of our deployer could be less than 2 kg. 

* Enclosed-keeper hollow cathodes would be used as contactors. We propose 

Proel start developing a model in its Ncc series intermediate between A/300 and 

A/5000 models. Interpolation on Ncc-family data for the lA - 2 A range of currents, 

yields an expellant flow rate of 3.4 kg/yearxA, and a running power under 20 watts. 

With deorbiting time under 1 years, each contactor, if only working half time (as 

cathode), would consume about 1.7 kg of (Xenon) expellant. From typical tankage data 

for resistojets and arcjets (5% of propellant mass in Ref.l) we would add 10% of 
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expellant mass for tankage and plumbing, for a total of 2 kg per contactor when adding 

the very small mass of the contactor itself. 

* The voltage source (~ 200 V) biasing and driving the anodic bare-mast current 

requires powering by solar arrays at the S/C. The electromotive force induced in the 

tether by its orbital motion adds another 25-50 V, comes out comparable to the voltage 

bias required by the cathodic contactor, which is around 30 V- Power requirements, 

including the 20 watts cathodic running power, could reach up to 300 watts. For the 

mass of the Power Processor Unit (PPU), which is about proportional to the power; we 

take a value 4-6 kg/kw, intermediate between typical values for arcjets and hydrazine 

resistojets, and Hall and ion thrustera [1], or about 1.5 kg. On the whole, we would 

have a total mass of less than 15 kg. 

* Battery masses have not been included in the above mass budget. There are a 

number of questions and decisions pending, battery cycling being one. Rocket-thrust 

must set our system spinning at the start of operation, an angular momentum of 3.4 Nm 

x minute being required for (Thomson) stability; the amount of dissipation arising from 

eddy currents or thermoelastic deformation is yet to be determined, but it may make 

necessary imparting such angular momentum more than once to the system. Whether a 

net magnetic torque may make attitude control too hard, and then ways to make that 

torque vanish through contactor rearrangement, remain to be determined too. A full 

parametric study of the entire system should be carried out. 

* Figures 1-4 show deorbiting performances for initial altitudes of 500, 800, 1200, 

and 1600 km. In the parameter s = 2M/pL2 # 5 , total spacecraft mass M is in kg, mast 

perimeter p and full length L in meters, and Vs in volts. For M = 500 kg, our 
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system would have s = 2.1 x 10"2. In the calculations we assumed each contactor was 

switched off when anodic. 
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10 Trade-off Study 

* Our short-tether system is here compared with electric thrusters as regards 

operational cost for the deorbiting mission, with requisites on both total impulse FT, 

and allowed duration r, although cost (indirectly, mass) is the main trade-off 

characteristic, there are limitations on required power too. Since deorbiting is a 

secondary mission to be carried out at the end of the satellite operational life, a 

deorbiting system should somehow satisfy additional requirements: (i) minimal 

implementation of new hardware; (ii) no new electric power facilities, and weak 

dependence on batteries (probably degraded at operational life end); (iii) high reliability 

and low R&D cost of system. Only thrusters with operational status will be considered. 

* Electrical Thrusters 

The cost of placing and operating a propulsive system in LEO orbit can be split into 

propellant, hardware, and electricity contributions, 

C = cpMp + cHMH + yc„Pw, (1) 

with Mp (Mn) propellant (hardware) mass, and Pw electric power. Typical values of 

specific costs are cH ~ 2cp = 30 k$/kg, and cw = 1000 k$/kw [1]. For the electricity 

generation system of electric thrusters, i.e. solar arrays and batteries, we only consider a 

residual cost (a small traction y of power) attributable to the deorbiting mission, 

arising, say, from a longer lifetime design. 

* Hardware mass MH is basically made of two parts. The propellant tankage and 

plumbing mass can be written as a small fraction of propellant mass, aMp. The rest of 

the mass [thruster itself and power processor unit (PPU)] can be taken as proportional to 

power, SxPxv. Table 1, based on data from Refs. 1, 2, presents typical values of 

parameters such as a and S (kg/kw), for different thrusters; values for chemical 

propulsion, where appropriate, are also included for comparison. Because deorbiting 
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requirements are much greater, we assume hardware is new and mission dedicated, not 

allowing for cost sharing with other missions, like attitude control. 

* The propellant mass is 

MP = mt^Fr/vsp> (2) 

where vsp = gE^sp is the specific impulse (in velocity units), relating thrust F to 

propellant flow rate m. The mission total impulse is determined by mission parameters 

M (full spacecraft mass) and Ah (deorbiting height drop, down to 250 Km). Typical 

values are M ~300-1000kg, Ah -500-1500 Km. From Eq.(l) in Sec.2, one readily 

finds 

Fr^ViQMAh, (3) 

with some mean value for D — O^R^d) . 

* The power required for electric propulsion is 

Pw = VSPF/2TJ * VznMAhvsp/lrjT, (4) 

where ?j is thruster efficiency. Using (2-4) in Eq. (1) one finds mass M^ and cost of the 

deorbiting system in terms of MAh and %i 

Q MAh 
Md = Mp + MH 2v 

sp 

\ + a + 
S v sp 

277 x 

C=c, 
O MAh 

2v 
sp L 

l+2« + 
S + ycw/2cP vsp' 

7] T 

(5) 

(6) 

For chemical propulsion one would just have 

C= c?QMAhi2vsp. 

* Figure 1 shows power, mass, and cost of deorbiting system as given by Eqs.(4-

6), for different types of thrusters, in terms of deorbiting time r. Since all three 

quantities Pm C and Mj are proportional to MAh, we present values normalized to 

MAh. Note that giving the tlirust F detennines r in Eq.(3). Curves are shown for 
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typical lifetimes of systems (see Table 1). As longer deorbiting times are considered, 

costs are reduced and thrusters with larger specific impulses become more attractive. 

The required electric power decreases with r for a given thruster type. Computed 

values of required power are within present ranges for the corresponding devices (see 

Table 1). 

Chemical 

Resistojet 

Ai'cjet 

Hall thrus. 

Ion thrus. 

a 

"~ 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

S 

(kg/kw) 

" " 

2.5 

3 

11 

13 

vsp 

(km/s) 

2.1 

3 

5 

16 

27 

(%) 

^ ™ 

80 

35 

50 

65 

Pw 

(kw) 

—— 

0.5-1.5 

0.3-2 

0.3-6 

0.2-4 

Peak 

Volt(V) 

"" 

28 

100 

300 

900 

Lifetime 

(months) 

« 1 

0.7 

1.5 

10 

14 

Table 1 

Since, in general, very short deorbiting times are not required, the best options 

(within this group) are Hall thrusters for r ~ 2-3 months, and ion thrusters for longer 

allowed deorbiting times. Note, however, that Hall and ion thrusters require high power 

and peak voltage. Table 2 resumes their performances for long deorbiting times with 

thrusters operating continuosly. 

Hall thruster 
Hall thruster 
Ion thruster 
Ion thruster 

(month) 
6 
9 
9 
12 

C/MAh 
($/kg.km) 

1.09 
1.00 
0.76 
0.69 

(M<t/M)x 
(103km/Ah) 

.054 

.051 

.035 

.033 

Pw/MAh 
(w/kg.km) 

638 
425 
552 
414 

Table 2 
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* Proposed Tether System 

We can determine an equivalent "specific velocity" for the tether as regards 

expellant mass consumption, even though there is no direct relation between tether 

thrust (drag) and expellant flow rate in the contactors. Tether drag is (i^^/o)372 times the 

right hand side of Eq. (8) in Sec.2, 

F=fl$e£> f^LJ^= L±sini, (7a, b) 
h vsatBeq Ie n 

For our high orbital inclinations, the tether factor / is close to unity; to be definite, we 

shall take /„ = 0, -» IIIC =3 /4 , /= (3/n)sin i, in this discussion. We now have a 

consumed expellant mass 

Mexp = <mct> - <mJI<xIJFxFi>i (8) 

where IJF is taken from (7a), and m A from Eq.(l) inSec.5, 

^ J™R (9) 

Using the value mjlc = 3.4 kg/yearxA found for our (Proel) Xenon contactor (Sec.9) 

we obtain rfc = 0.026. Equation (8) for expellant mass now takes the form of Eqs.(2, 

3), 

Mexp *nMAh/2vsp, (10) 

with a tether "specific velocity", 

"v^=F/me -MOLHL, (11) 

where COLH
 = eBeq/^fmJn^ is some mean value of the Lower Hybrid frequency of 

expellant ions at the magnetic equator; taking Beq &BQ for simplicity, we find (Qui ~ 

1.1 x loV1 for Xenon. The main feature of the tether specific impulse is its dependence 

on tether length; for L = 250 m, r\c = 0.026, and i = 90°, one has v^ « 68.2 km/s, well 

above ion thruster values. 
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* As general with electrical propulsion, the hardware mass of our system has 

contributions from tankage and plumbing (including the very small deployer mass, 

Sec.9), aMexp, and from contactors and PPU, 8P1V; characteristic values are a = 0.1 

and 8 = 4 kg/kw (see Sec.9), Ail important addition here is the tether mass, ptpL, 

where we can write pt ^ p*p for geometrically similar mast cross-sections, as in the 

CTM family (Sec.3), for which we have /?* « 0.6x 10"V « 4.95 kg/m3. 

* Neglecting the small running power for the contactor, we have a tether power, 

QMAh 7]ceVs 
P=VJ= x /c s 

w s c 2v sp 4> r jmem{ 

(12) 

Both mass and cost of our tether system may now be written as 

M. 
QMAh 

2v 
sp L 

\+a+S Vct-V* 

•4 TA mjn. 

* „2 + p*p£L, (13) 

C=ct 

O MAh 

2v 
sp 

U2a+{2S + yc^Jcp)-^4^=- + 2cpp*p2L, (14) 

with vsp(ozL) in (12-14) given by Eq.(ll). Note that Pw> Md and C are determined 

in terms of MAhfL, VJx and p2L, Also, using (3) and (7a) in equating Ic to the 

OML current in Eq.(4') of Sec.2, taken at some deorbit-averaged density Nw> yields a 

relation between mission {MAh and r), design (L, p, and Fs), and ambient (NJ) 

parameters, 

nQ MAh 

M , PL2 
•= N„t i 

2eV„ 

m. 
(15) 

Figure 2 shows relation (15). 

* We find that our system is competitive in some bounded parametric domain; it 

does fail when L, p, or Vs move to large or small values. Start assuming that the t-

term in the bracket of Eq.(14) may be ignored. For each MAh mission-value there is 
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then a length, Loph minimizing the cost C; note that the no-buckling condition of 

Sec.3, 

L < La-ccyp -> p > per °c L2, (16) 

allows writing p cc L in the last (tether mass) term of Eq.(14) when minimizing C, 

making that term increase with L as L5. Themimimum-C length now behaves as Lopt 

cc (MAh) /6; also, tether mass then only accounts for 1/5 of total cost. We now show 

that there are both upper and lower bounds to Lopt, and thus to MAh, 

For high MAh values, note that ambient plasma densities involved determine a 

maximum perimeter p for the efficient OML current-law to apply (Sec.3); this 

determines a maximum mast length in (16). At the opposite end, the tether specific 

velocity [proportional to L in (11)] will drop as Lopt decreases with MAh> finally 

making our system less efficient than ion and Hall tasters. Roughly, we find our tether 

superior to those electrical thrusters for Loptl2 in the narrow range 75-125 m, which, 

nonetheless, allows a broad mission range for MAh [cc Lopt
6]. Clearly, the tether proves 

better at the high range end (recall, however, the comment at the end of Sec.7). Note 

finally that applying to Eq.(13) arguments similar to those just used for (14) shows that 

Lopt makes Mj take a value close to its particular minimum. 

* Next we note that the left hand side of (15) (slowly) increases with mission 

value MAh as Lopt
2, or (MAh)13; for the range of allowed values of MAh previously 

found, that left hand side then lies itself within a narrow range. The average plasma 

density iV ,̂ while varying with deorbiting start altitude, is critically dependent on the 

starting date relative to the solar cycle (Secs.3 and 9). Using a source voltage Vs 

around 200 V, we find that, considered as starting dates, there are 3-4 years in the cycle 

with Nm such that deorbit time r is 1-2 years. 
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For other starting dates, Nn is found to be greatly smaller, and our system 

proves ineffective in a new way: mission duration x greatly increases, deorbit dragging 

on till the next solar maximum (except for too small MAh, for which, as noted above, 

our tether is less efficient than electrical thrusters). Augmenting Vs will not help: the r-

terms in Eqs.(13, 14) would raise cost C and mass Mj above corresponding values for 

Hall and ion thrusters, well before the right hand side of (15) is noticeably increased. 

Note here, from Fig.l, that Hall and ion systems do allow mission durations that make 

the r-terms have a small effect in Eqs.(5, 6). Figures 3 and 4a~i show C, M& and Pw 

versus r for a variety of values of particular parameters ( Nnt MAh, L, Lip, and Vs); 

we took y- 0.1, O - QE, and Lip = 250 m / 7.65 cm in most cases (see Sec.3). If 

contactor arrangements such as suggested in Sec.7 proved necessary, performance 

would somehow be degraded, 

* Vertical, flexible tether system 

The simplest configuration for such system consists of (i) a long bare tether, (ii) 

one cathodic contactor placed at the spacecraft, and possibly (iii) a low power unit to 

just operate the contactor. For the mass and monetary cost of this de-orbiting system, 

equations similar to (13) and (14) are used, 

M^9MM{1+a)+aiPAL) (17) 

p ~i—( + } + 2cpa>p*AtL • ( 1 8 ) 

Here, the contribution of the low-power unit has been neglected, pv and At are tether 

density and area of cross-section, and at, about 2.5 typically, accounts for the masses of 

deployer and ballast at end of tether. A large ballast mass and a complex deployer are 

needed because deployment of vertical, flexible tethers makes use of gravity-gradient 
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pulling. For a vertical tether made of aluminum, however, atpv would be actually 

smaller than the CTM-mast density p in Eqs.(13,14). 

The specific velocity in Eqs.(17,18) is still given by (11), where, however, / i s 

now small: In Eq.(7b) for / one must here replace law (7b) of Sec.3, Em I vsalBeq = 

(4/TI) sin i, by law (7,7')> making Em( vsatBeq small at high inclinations. A low f value 

in Eq.(7b) means that, in order to beat our tether system, the vertical tether must be 

quite long (L larger than about 250 m x 2/ sinfim ~2.5 km). This would make the second 

terms in (17,18) too large but for the fact that there is now no buckling condition. This 

allows taking At smaller as L is increased, ohmic effects, however, setting in at some 

point. 

A detailed analysis of the current-voltage characteristic of a vertical bare tether 

with ohmic effects was given by Sanmartin et al. (Ref.l of Sec.2). Potential and current 

along the electron-collecting part of the tether (0> 0, Fig.5) verify 

— = ~Em + ——, -™ = eN„ Z-\ (O>0) , (19a,b) 
dx atAt ax n y me 

where a, is tether conductivity, and OML collection has been assumed. Ohmic losses 

limit the current that can be collected to the short circuit value, / ,= G\A.tEm. If Ic<h 

one has 

I(x) = Jc, ®x) =- -Em (x - Lco!)(l - le/I,), 

in the cathodic (0 < 0) segment of the tether, with Lcoi the length of the electron-

collecting segment. 

* Equations (19a,b) may be now used to show that the current reaches the short 

circuit value, Ic—It , if i) a voltage source at C keeps the contactor at a potential <Pc(Ic) 

(|<PC|~ 20-30 V), and(ii) L > 4 4 , with 
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32e3Nlp2 v100V/km vlmm iVw 

where we used the conductivity of aluminum. We then have Lcoi = 4L4, &A = EmLt, 

and I(x) = £„ throughout a segment at zero bias. We also have 11 Ic -l-L*/L > 3/4 

in / = {I IIc)Em I vsa(Beq. Note that L* oc (At/p)m can be reduced by using thin tapes 

as tethers. Also, the cost of the low voltage source, placed at the spacecraft, should be 

small. 

In this ohmic-dominated limit, the OML current equals A= crcE„At > relation (15) 

taking here the form 

^ p . ^ 1 ^ . {L>4L,). (21) 

One may thus have moderate tether masses in Eqs. (17,18) at the price of long 

deorbiting times. Because the product of tether mass and deorbit time varies as inversed 

squared induced field Em, the vertical tether may prove useless at the high inclinations 

of interest. 

* Figure 6 depicts relative costs and masses of vertical tethers for different plasma 

conditions, orbit inclinations and de-orbiting missions. Within some parametric domain 

there is practically a universal curve independent of Nm, This reflects that, contrary to 

our tether with anodic bias supplied by an external source, a long tether based on 

induced voltage does not degrade with adverse plasma densities: as Nn decreases, Lt 

and, thus, the anodic length Lcoj increases. Also, relative cost and mass at fixed r 

depend weakly on MAh provided L is appropriately scaled. On the other hand, Figure 6 

shows vertical tether performance is heavily dependent on orbit inclination through the 

(average) Em value. The consequence is that, for high latitude orbits (i > 60°-65°), with 
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Em no larger than 20-25 V/km, the vertical tether is less attractive than our horizontal, 

rigid tether (except at very low N^, when electric propulsion is, anyhow, more 

efficient). Furthermore, for i > 90°-fim & 78.5°, long, vertical tethers present an 

additional drawback: since the current direction reverses every half-orbit a second 

contactor must be installed at the far end of the tether; long-time power supply of this 

contactor might be complex. Independently, a vertical tether at high inclinations, poses 

great dynamical difficulties because the magnetic force is then almost horizontal, 

driving out-of-plane oscillations at the 2Q frequency. For i < 60°, however, vertical 

tethers present a clear advantage (even in de-orbiting time) over any other braking 

system. 
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Figure 5.1.- Cathodic contactor, (a) Electrical circuit and the three plasma regions (for an 
enclosed-keeper design): (1) hollow-cathode, (2) keeper chamber, and (3) ionosphere, (b) C-V 
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modes, (c) External profile of the electrostatic potential for the low-impedance mode. 
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Figure 10.1.- Monetary cost((7), mass of de-orbiting system(Mrf), and power requirements^^,) 
relative to mission requirements(MA/i), versus de-orbiting time(r), for different electric thrusters: 
CT(chemical thruster), RJ(resistojet), AJ(arcjet), HT(Hall thruster), and IT(ion thruster). 
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Figure 10.2.- Tether length for different mission conditions, Vs = 200^, and L/2^/p(m1/2) ~ 
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Figure 10.5.- Vertical tether system. Profile of the bias potential between tether and plasma, 
$ = $tet ~ $p/, (a) without and (b) with a voltage source at the electron-emitting contactor(C). 
The bare tether collects electrons only in the region <f» > 0. 
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11. Appendix: Four-Tether Inertially Rotating Satellite 

An alternative scenario has been suggested at ESA: four tethers in a plane, at 90° from 
each other, rotating within that plane for stabilization, and with a single plasma contactor at the 
satellite. This configuration is briefly analyzed and discarded. 

Rigid masts are considered instead. A system with five contactors and zero moment is 
analyzed first. A simpler system, with only one contactor, is also studied. The complication of 
the electrodynamic moment only allows numerical analysis. Both have serious flaws. 

11.1 Flexible Tethers 

The first approach would be to release four tethers at 90° from each other and stabilize them 
by rotation, as shown in Figure 11.1. Tapes could be used instead of tethers for improved sur
vivability. Centrifugal force would stabilize the system, just as gravity gradient helps stabilize 
Pro-SEDS. 

Beletsky and Levin pointed out that nominally vertical flexible tethers can attain an equi
librium position under gravity gradient and electrodynamic forces [1, 2, 3, 4], as shown in 
Figure 11.2 (a). However, this configuration is unstable, because coupling between the radial 
motion and the in-plane libration continuously pumps energy into the system. This is similar 
to the aerogradient instability studied by several authors [5, 6]. They used a non-tilted dipole 
geomagnetic model and an equatorial circular orbit: tilt and orbit inclination cause additional 
oscillations. Studies in connection with the Pro-SEDS program show that there are new insta
bilities developing as a growing amplitude skip-rope oscillation [7, 8]. Note that this is a relative 
equilibrium, and that the whole system is being decelerated. 

For a rotating tether, however, centrifugal forces are always radial, not parallel to a fixed 
direction. A relative equilibrium configuration is more difficult to attain: the offset of the tether 
attachment point is very small compared to the tether length, so that the centrifugal force would 
have to be much bigger than the electrodynamic force in order to balance moments at the at
tachment point, as shown in Figure 11.2 (b). Since there is a net moment at the center of mass, 
the rotation of the system would accelerate. 

For a relative equilibrium under steady rotation, the end of the tether should join both masses 
tangent to the radial direction, and for this it must change its curvature which, under electro
dynamic forces, would mean changing the current direction at two points of the tether, as in 
Figure 11.2 (c). This is not possible. 

But this does not address yet the system braking. In relative equilibrium, with either constant 
or growing angular rate, there is a zero net drag: as each tether rotates, the force changes 
direction, so that one thether pulls while the opposite one drags. For each tether to produce only 
drag, the current must be switched off when it begins to accelerate the system. Then, centrifugal 
force would pull the tether straight, as shown in Figure 11.3 (a). A transverse oscillation of each 
tether and mass would develop. It seems likely that, at low rotation speeds, oscillation amplitude 
could grow enough to cause significant winding of the tether about the satellite, while at higher 
speeds the centrifugal force would avoid winding. Still, the exact evolution cannot be predicted 
without a detailed study. And meanwhile, rotational speed keeps increasing steadily. 

This assumes that rotation is fast enough for the magnetic field not to change over one 
revolution. Additional perturbations come from the change in the magnetic field over one orbit 
and over one day. 
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The continuous increase in rotation speed could be avoided if current direction can be re
versed on each tether, so that they always produce drag. This would require additional contac
tors at the tips. Then, the effect would be again a forced transverse oscillation of each tether 
and end mass as shown in Figure 11.3 (b). The stability of those oscillations would require 
a deeper study than is possible here, but preliminary results for Pro-SEDS cited above show 
important areas of instability that must be avoided. At first sight, a high rotational speed should 
improve stability, but it has the disadvantages of tether strain and a very fast switching time, 
that contactors will no be able to provide. 

The use of rigid booms could help reduce transverse oscillations. Besides, a simpler model 
can help clarify the dynamics of the rotation stabilization, which in the case of a flexible tether 
is somewhat obscured by the complexity of the physical model. Also, the rigid body model can 
be considered as a first approximation of the flexible tether system. 

If the rigid model proves acceptable, a deeper study of the problems caused by flexibility 
would be required. On the other hand, if the rigid model does not work, the flexible model can 
be discarded right away. 

11.2 Rigid Booms with Zero Electromagnetic Torque 

Rigid booms can be used instead, also at 90° from each other, and rotating for centrifugal 
stabilization. 

In order to achieve continuous drag without moment, plasma contactors are needed both 
at the satellite and at the boom ends. The current will be distributed between both opposing 
booms so as to achieve zero moment of the electrodynamic forces, as shown in Figure 11.4. 
This would require five contactors. 

As the tether rotates, the drag would turn to push. Contactors and bias should be shifted 
ever half revolutions to ensure that the electrodynamic force is in the right direction. This puts 
a limit on the rotation speed, since contactors have a minimum switching time. 

Two aspects will be studied: rotational dynamics and centrifugal stresses. If the effect of 
drag in the orbital elements is neglected, assuming an unperturbed circular orbit, the problem is 
simple enough for an analytical approach. However, in order to assess the effectiveness of the 
de-orbit scheme, the evolution of the orbital parameters should be computed. This will be done 
for the third case, which is complex enough to require numerical analysis. 

11.2.1 Motion of a Fast Rotating Satellite in Orbit 

The motion and stability of a rotating satellite in orbit has been studied by Beletsky [9]. The 
simplest case is the symmetric satellite under zero moment (Poinsot). The angular momentum 
vector HG is constant in inertial space, and rotation ip, precession ip, and nutation angle 9 are 
constant. Here, 9 is defined as the angle between the figure axis and the angular momentum 
vector. 

Let H be the magnitude of the angular momentum, p the angle of HQ with the direction 
normal to the orbital plane, n, and a the angle of its projection on the orbital plane with the 
direction of the pericenter. In orbital axes such that 0£, is directed towards the pericenter and 
0( is normal to the orbital plane, the angular momentum would be: 

HG = H (sin p cos a, sin p sin <r, cos p) (1) 

In the Poinsot case, the three are constant, provided the orbital elements do not change with 
time. 
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However, when the moment of the gravitational forces is considered, Beletsky obtains equa
tions for the evolution of HG through variation of parameters: Hy p, a, tpt <p, and 6 will evolve 
with time. The derivatives will depend on ip and orbital anomaly, but these are fast variables and 
can be averaged, provided the rotation rate is fast enough. Thus the averaged equations give: 

dH dp n da 3 (J, — Iz)n /rt 9 „ . 
—- = 0; - p = 0; — = — ^ zj-^ (3cos2<9 - l) cos/> (2) 
dr dr dr 4JJ (i _ e2)3/2 v / ' 

where non-dimensional time r is the mean anomaly, r = nt, and n is the average orbital rate 
^Jpjaz. There are two motions now: the fast Poinsot coning about the angular momentum 
vector, and a slow precession of that vector about the normal to the orbital plane; it is no longer 
fixed in inertial space, as seen in Figure 11.5, (c). 

If the rotation axis is coincides with the orbit normal, we recover the Tomson equilibrium. 
If it is close to the normal, precession will be small. But if it is near the orbital plane, precession 
will take it nearly 180° away from the initial position. One way to consider it stable would be 
to make sure that the precession speed is so slow that the satellite is de-orbited before the axis 
strays too far. 

For the proposed system, in circular orbit, rotating about its symmetry axis at a rate of 
k times the orbital rate n, with Iz = 2IX—that is, without coning, H = IZLO, 9 = 0—the 
precession rate would be: 

da 3 cosp 

fa " "4 " F ( } 

For the precession period to be just the same as the satellite de-orbiting time (say, one year, 
or 3000 orbits), the initial rotation should be 2500 cos p times the orbital rate, about 2-3 rad/seg. 
This is a huge angular speed for a system with 100 m long tethers. And for the axis to drift only 
a small angle, speeds should be much higher. 

Equations (2) and (3) also show that, when the rotation axis is contained in the orbital plane, 
there is no precession of the angular momentum vector, since p — ir/2. This is shown in 
Figure 11.5 (a). 

However, this relative equilibrium is not stable. Any small deviation in orbital inclination 
or in the angular momentum alignment would result in a small deviation from the right angle, 
and in a precession that would take the angular momentum nearly 180° from its first position, 
as shown in Figure 11.5 (b). 

Besides, the above considerations only apply to unperturbed Keplerian orbits. When the ef
fect of 3i is taken into account, the ascending node and the argument of perigee will experience 
appreciable changes, affecting p and a as well. The obvious effect is that rotations inside the 
orbital plane are no longer fixed in inertial space. As 3<i forces the ascending node to regress, 
n also rotates about the North-South axis, and would no longer be orthogonal to He. Angular 
momentum would start a precession about a moving axis. 

For exactly polar orbits, the regression of the ascending node is zero. Only in this case 
would the rotation within the orbital plane remain as a relative equilibrium position. Still, the 
fact that it is unstable makes it useless without some sort of attitude control. 

In all other cases, there will be two attitude motions: Poinsot coning about the angular 
momentum vector, and precession of the angular momentum about the direction normal to the 
orbit, which is itself slowly rotating about the North-South axis. 

In short, fast rotation cannot stabilize the satellite. There is only one relative equilibrium 
position, the exactly polar orbit with in-plane rotation exactly about the symmetry axis, but it 
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is unstable: Small changes induce a slow precession that takes the rotation axis away. Still, the 
faster the rotation, the longer it takes to drift away from the initial direction. But centrifugal 
stresses must be taken into account as well. 

11.2,2 Centrifugal Stresses 

A tether of length L and density p, rotating at an angular speed w, experiences a maximum 
stress at the hub amounting to amax ~ pco2L2/2. If the breaking stress is a*, the tether breaks 
when the critical angular speed is reached: 

1 P^ 
^ Z V T (4) 

If a contactor of mass mc is placed at the tip of a tether of mass mu the breaking angular speed 
is further reduced: 

The breaking angular speeds for different tether materials are given below, assuming the end 
mass to be the same as the tether mass, and without any safety factor. The physical properties 
are taken from [4, 10]. 

Material 
Cu-Be 
Ai alloy 
Steel 
Kevlar 

a* (MPa) 
1000 
600 

2000 
2800 

p (g/cm3) 
8.23 
2.7 
7.9 

1.45 

u>* (rad/s) 
2.46 
3.33 
3.55 
9.82 

UJI (rad/s) 
1.42 
1.94 
2.95 
5.67 

These values can already discard the fast rotation as a stabilization method, since the speeds 
required would break the tether—not to mention the impossibility of switching the current di
rection every second or so with present day contactors. 

11.3 Rigid Booms with Electrodynamic Torque 

The case of four rigid masts with one central contactor will be studied. Electrons will be col
lected along the tether and ejected at the satellite. Thus electric current is always towards the 
tip, as shown in Figure 11.6. Therefore, only one of each pair of opposing tethers can be on at 
each time, if the system is to produce drag: the other would push. The side-effect is that since 
drag is produced only on one side, there is a torque that accelerates rotation. 

The expression of the electrodynamic forces and torque is so complex that an analytical 
solution, even approximate, does not exist. Only numerical analysis is feasible. 

In order to obtain a best-case scenario, a very light satellite (100 kg) will be considered. 
Since a high inertia moment will increase stability, the inertia tensor will be computed with 
contactors at the tips as well, although they will not be activated. 

The equations for the evolution of the orbital elements will be formulated, although assum
ing always a circular orbit. This will allow the de-orbiting speed to be assessed. The equations 
for attitude evolution will be deduced as well, and the external forces and moments computed. 

The numerical computation will be done for different ranges of parameters: orbital inclina
tion, initial rotation speed, direction of the initial rotation inside and outside of the orbital plane, 
and high and low Solar activity. 
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11.3.1 Reference Frames 

The following reference frames will be used: 

Si ExiyiZi "Inertial" frame with origin at the center of the Earth, Exi towards 
the Aries point, Ez\ towards the North Pole. 

S\ Gx\y\Zi Orbital-inertial frame with origin at the center of mass of the satel
lite and axes parallel to Si (Figure 11.7). 

#2 Gxzy^ Body axes: central and principal inertia axes of the satellite, with 
two tethers along Gx2 and —Gx% and another two along Gyi and 
-Gy2 (Figure 11.8). 

S0 GxoyoZo Stroboscopic axes, intermediate between orbital-inertial and body 
axes. 

53 ErOz Cylindrical orbital axes: u,. along the local vertical, UQ within the 
orbital plane towards growing anomaly, and uz normal to the or
bital plane. Since the orbit is circular, orbital speed will always be 
along ug = uv. 

54 ErQ(p Unit vectors of the spherical coordinates related to the inertial 
frame. 

SB EXEVEZE Earth-bound frame such that EZB is parallel to Ezt and EXEZE 

contains the axis of the magnetic dipole. 

11.3.2 Equations for the Orbital Elements 

If the orbit is assumed to be nearly circular, the orbital elements are reduced to the longitude 
of the ascending node Q, inclination i, and semiaxis or radius a. Anomaly 6 must be measured 
from the ascending node. Neither argument of perigee nor time of perigee passage are defined. 
Instead, the time of passage by ascending node could be used, or the initial anomaly 90 at the 
initial time. The orbital rate, n, is y/fi/a3. The anomaly is given by: 

dO = ndt = yfjtfcPdt (6) 

Assuming that the perturbation acceleration in inertial axes is ap = [ax, ay, az), the following 
planetary equations are deduced: 

— — sin 9 (u2 • ap) /an sin % (7) 
(JrJ/ 

di 
— = cos e (u2 • ap) fan (8) 

J = 2(u0-ap)/n (9) 
df) 
~~ = {3 (t - t0) (ap • u„) - ap • [2ur - (ur • u3) u3] /n} /a (10) 

where 113 = ki A MAN is normal to the line of nodes. The equation for 0O need not be used if 
equation (6) is integrated along with the other 3, instead of using the Kepler equation to find 0. 

11.3.3 Euler Angles 

Attitude will be studied relative to the orbital-inertial frame. Euler Angles will be used in a 
1-2-3 sequence, such that (f>\ is the angle rotated about G%u $2 the angle rotated about the 
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intermediate Gijo axis, and 0 3 the angle rotated about the body revolution axis, Gzi- Their 
associated rotation matrices will be Ai, A2, and A3. It is not easy to relate these angles to pitch, 
roil, and yaw, since the orbital-inertial axes are different from the typical orbital axes. 

Rotations 0i and 02 lead from the orbital-inertial to the stroboscopic axes, so that their 
rotation matrix is C — Ai • A2; rotation 0 3 finally leads to the body axes, whose rotation matrix 
is A = C • A3 — Ai • A2 • A3. The components of a vector in both frames will be related as: 

X2 

Vi \ 
*2 

= AT pi 
L 
U 

11.3.4 Attitude Dynamics 

Angular Speed 
Angular speed about the orbital-inertial frame can be computed through matrix derivation, 

[u>2i]x = AT • A, or through vector projection in body axes: 

p\ I 02 sin <fo + 0i cos 02 cos 03 
^21 - { q > = < 02 COS 03 - 01 COS 02 Sin 03 

r) [ 0 3 + 0i sin 02 

or in stroboscopic axes: 

{ 0! COS 02 
02 

03 -f 0 i sin 02 

The angular speed of the stroboscopic axes is the same, except for 03 : 

01 COS 02 
O>01 = OJ2l - 03^3 = { 02 

0i sin 02 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Inertia Tensor 
The satellite inertia tensor is dominated by the contribution of the four tethers. Let L be 

each tether's length, m$ their mass, and mc the mass of the end contactors, and I{ the principal 
moments of the core satellite. The inertia tensor will be: 

lr, = 2 | ' ^ + m j L 2 
"1 + ei 0 0 

0 1 + e2 0 
0 0 2 + e3 

« / * 
"1 0 0' 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 

(14) 

since e* = £ <C 1. 
/* 

Taking the case of a light satellite: L — 100 m, ms = 100 kg, mt — 3.5 kg, m c = 3.5 kg, 
leads to: It = 75833 kg-m2. 

Attitude Motion Equations 
The Newton-Euler equations in stroboscopic axes give: 

~~dt 
G 

= lG • w2i + ^o i A !G • w2i = Mqi + M, (15) 
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where Mgi is the moment of the gravity and inertia forces in G, and Mm the moment of the 
electro dynamic forces. 

Since the satellite will be rotating initially about the Gz2 axis, the variables to be used will 
be <j>i, <j)2, and ipz such that <£3 = tot -f T/>3. In these variables, the Euler equations become: 

It 0iCos02 + 202(w + i/>3)] =MX (16) 

It [h - 0i cos<j}2 0isin02 + 2 [to + ^ 3 j l J = My (17) 

2i* f ̂ 3 + 0i sin 02 + 0102 cos 02J = M2 (18) 

Isolating the highest order derivatives: 

- 2 0 2 (w + ^ 3 ) + M j / t 
0i = ^ f u (19) 

COS 0 2 

02 = 0i cos 02 10i sin 02 + 2 (co + ^ 3 J + Mj,//t (20) 

^3 = -0i02cos02 ~ wsin02 + Mz/2J t (21) 

The equations are highly non-linear. Linearization could be used if there is some law of 
conservation of angular momentum, i.e., Mz — 0. This cannot be said until the moments are 
computed. 

11.3.5 External Forces 

Inertia Forces 
Inertia forces over a particle P moving about the non-rotating orbital-inertial axes reduce 

to: 

Pf = - m p 7 £ = - m p T g = - ^ u r (22) 

where u r is: 

u r = [cos £1 cos 9 — sin Q sin 9 cos i, sin H cos 9 + cos £1 sin 9 cos i, sin 0 sin i] (23) 

Since the origin of the reference frame is the center of mass of the satellite, these forces will 
only be used to compute the moment for the attitude equations. 

Gravitational Perturbation 
Given the initial height and the time-frame of the electrodynamic breaking, the only per

turbation to be considered is the effect of Earth oblateness, J2- Taking East-longitude A and 
latitude <p as coordinates, the perturbational acceleration is: 

_ 1 —3sin2(p „ rt sin to cos tp ,n^ 
ar = -3e r - ^ i ax = 0, a^ = -6c—^r—^ (24) 

r4 r4 

where e = P e
 2

$ 2. This acceleration must be projected in the inertial axes. u r is already 
known, since it is the same as that of the orbital axes, u^ can easily be obtained from u r , being 
rotated 90° North-wards: 

IV = [ - K ) , • (u r )„ - ( u r ) 2 • (u r)y , (ur)l + (ur)£) /y/1 - (uP)l (25) 
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Geomagnetic Field 
The tilted dipole model will be used: 

B = ^ f [ u m - 3 ( u m - u r ) uP] 

where um , projected in SE* is: 

um = [sin/3m,0,cos/3m] 

The rotation matrix from SE to S\ is: 

A m = 
cos(am + CIB t) sin(am + UB t) 0 

- sin(am + £IE t) cos(am + 0 B t) 0 
0 0 1 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

where am is the East longitude of the magnetic South Pole, pm its co-latitude, and £lE the 
Earth's rotation rate. The expression of B in inertial axes is rather involved, since um must be 
multiplied by A^ and u r by B. Its components will be referred to as [BXJ By, Bz]. 

Electrodynamic Force 
A contactor and power supply at the satellite core permits switching on and off each individ

ual tether. When the power is on, electrons collected along the tether are ejected at the central 
contactor, so that the intensity distribution falls linearly from a maximum at the satellite to zero 
at the tether tip, as shown in Figure 11.6. 

Under OML regime [11], the intensity collected by the bare tether will be a function of 
density of free electrons, tether perimeter, bias, etc.: 

To - ~LeN( 
•K 

'2e$a 

mf 

(29) 

<&a will be approximately the same as the applied bias, 200 V, L = 100 m, and perimeter p = 20 
cm, while the free electron density iVco is dependent on time and location. The IRI95 model 
will be used for computations. In the numerical integration, the value of Noo and I0 will be 
computed at 5° intervals of orbital anomaly. 

The force over an element of tether is: dF = Idl A B. Since the current distribution along 
the tether is I(x) — I0(L — x)/L, the total force over tether i, of length L and direction iij, is: 

F,- = 
hL 

u , A B (30) 

where L is short enough for B to be considered constant along the tether. 
Since tethers can be switched on and off individually, only one of each opposing pair (x^ 

and ~X2> V2 and — j/2) would be on at a given time: the one whose force produces drag, as shown 
in Figure 11.9. Taking two adjacent tethers, the forces can be written as: 

Fi = ^ i 2 A B [-sign (i2 A B • v)] 
F 2 = f j 3 A B [-sign & A B • v)] (31) 

In order to compute the acceleration, all vectors must be projected in inertial axes: i2 and j 2 

through A, v = vud through B, and B through Am. 
The complete analytical expression of the force as a function of the orbital parameters, 

geomagnetic parameters, Euler angles and time is too complex in the general case. For the 
numerical integration, it is simpler to find individually each vector in the proper axes, and 
perform the multiplications and additions. 
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11.3.6 Averaging the Force over One Revolution 

The electrodynamic forces in equations (30) depend on the instant position of each tether, that 
is, on <j)3. Since the tether rotation is fast with respect to the other characteristic times in the 
problem (orbital period, day, characteristic time of orbital elements evolution), the step for 
numerical integration would be too small. It is interesting to find the average force over one 
revolution. 

A reference frame will be used such that Gy is the velocity direction, u„, Gyz contains the 
magnetic field intensity B, and Gx is in the direction of u„ A B, as shown in Figure 11.10. 

The active tether will be projected in the directions u, w determined by the intersection 
of the tether plane Gx^yi with the new Gyz plane determined by speed and magnetic field 
intensity: 

k2 A (uv A B) 
w ^ ii A / A D I ' u = w A k 2 (32) 

|k2 A(uy AB) | 
such that w is along the intersection of both planes, and u helps form a right-handed frame. 
The tether will be along the direction: 

i = cos au -f sin aw (33) 

and the force over the tether will be: 

p = - i - i A B = -^-[cosQf(uAB) + sinar(wAB)] (34) 

It can be shown that this force is always opposed to v while the tether is in the u side of the v 
and B plane. The scalar product v • F leads to the expression: 

v • F — IQL |B| cos a (— cos2c — cos2 6 -f 2 cos a cos b cos c) /2 (35) 

where a — (v, B), b = (k2) B), and c = (v, k2). Applying the formulas for spherical triangles, 
it can be shown that the expression between parentheses is always negative, and therefore the 
tether produces drag for a € [—7r/2, TT/2]. Outside of this range, the opposite tether would be 
activated. 

The force can be averaged over one half revolution: 

-i P+TT/2 T T 

(F) - - / Fda = — u A B (36) 
- T T / 2 7T 

Over the next half revolution, the opposite tether would continue giving the same average force. 
Since there are two pairs of tethers, the total average force would be twice this amount. Obvi
ously the vectors must be projected in the inertial axes through the appropriate rotation matrices. 

This allows the use of greater integration steps, since now the smaller characteristic time is 
the orbital period. The use of the average force requires that the rotation speed be high, so that 
v and B can be considered constant over one revolution. 

11.3.7 Averaging the Force over One Orbit 

In order to compare the effectiveness of the method with other schemes, the drag force can be 
averaged over one orbit. Because of the complexity of the expressions of B, v, and the other 
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terms in the force, this is done for the simplest case: i = 90°; besides, Q can be made 0 because 
its effect will be averaged out by the Earth's rotation. 

For a polar orbit, the product u A B • u„ is: 

Afxm (2 sin pm cos pm sin 9 cos 9 - 2 cos2 pm cos2 9 -f- cos2 pm + cos2 9) 
a312 sin/?m cos # + 2sin#cos/?m| 

which can be integrated over the interval 9 = [-pmt -pm + 27r] to give -8/ / m /a 3 . Since there 
are two active tethers, the average drag force for the polar orbit is: 

(F) = - 8 ^ = - 1 6 % (37) 

which is a factor of only 4/7r greater than the two mast system, at the expense of twice the 
mass. This result would apply to the zero-torque case as well, with the corresponding / and 
tether length. 

11.3.8 External Moments 

Gravity and electrodynamic forces will produce moments. Inertia forces will not be included 
because the reference frame considered does not rotate. 

Gravitational Moment 
As is well known, the moment in G of the gravitational forces is: 

Msi = ^ u r A (lG • uP) (38) 

the cross product is simple in stroboscope axes: 70 [uyuXi —uxuz, 0], but the expression of u r 

in those axes, as a function of orbital elements and Euler angles, is rather involved: 

u r |0 = CT .B-[1,0,0] (39) 

Again, it is better not to obtain the full expression, but proceed by intermediate results in the 
numerical integration. 

Electrodynamic Moment 
The requirement that electrodynamic forces always produce drag results in switching and 

the use of the sign function in the force expression. Forces can be averaged over one revolution 
in order to avoid the switching function and dependence on <fo. The moment in G, however, 
does not require averaging, since it is not affected by switching. The moment of the forces 
along the tether is obtained by integrating dM,- = x\ii A [I(x)dxUi A B], which yields: 

Mt = ^ u , - A ( U i A B ) = ^ ( -B*) (40) 

Since the component of the magnetic field normal to the tether, B ^ , is the same for both oppos
ing tethers, the result is not affected by which one is active at the moment. It is enough to add 
the moments of the two pairs, which leads to: 

L2I a [ - C 0 S ^ 2 A C + (-sin</>iBy + cos<f>iBz)sin^O 
M m = — ^ I cosfcBy - fAnfaB, \ (41) 

[2 [-sm <f>2Bx + (sin faBy-cos <f>iBz) cos fa}) 

where the moment is projected in stroboscopic axes, and Bi are the components of the geo
magnetic field in inertial axes computed from equation (26). Note that it does not depend on 

fa-
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11.3.9 Numerical Integration 

The equations for attitude motion and orbital elements evolution are integrated numerically for 
100 days and different values of orbital inclination. This is done for an epoch of maximum 
Solar activity, 1990 (JD2000 -3652), and for a Solar minimum, 1996 (JD2000 -1461). 

Initially, the tethered system is set to rotate about the South-North axis (Gzi) at a rate of 50 
times the orbital rate in all cases. This means that the rotation axis is contained in the orbital 
plane only for the polar orbit. For lower inclinations, the angle of the angular momentum with 
the orbit normal, p, will be precisely i. 

Figure 11.11 shows that the system is not directionally stable. For i = 90°, the drift is small 
enough to be considered practically stable. For the other inclinations, there are large excursions 
that tend to diminish with time. 

The behavior of the zero-torque case can still be identified, somewhat altered by the mag
netic torque. Excursions can be loosely identified with angular momentum precession. Still, the 
time needed for the rotation axis to drift is much greater than what is predicted by equation (3) 
for k — 50 and p = TT/2 — i. 

The reason can be seen in Figure 11.12: rotation <£3 is increasing continuously due to the 
electrodynamic torque, k is going beyond the values computed in Section 11.2.1. An angular 
speed (j>$ of several rad/s after 100 days, and growing steadily, is really dangerous. Note that 
it goes beyond the breaking speeds for some materials. Also note that the inertia moment was 
intentionally enlarged by including tip contactors. Without these, the angular speed would be 
even higher. 

For a polar orbit, which is the best case, the orbit height goes down about 400 km in 
100 days. This may seem high, but it should be remembered that satellite mass is very small. For 
heavier satellites, the results should be scaled down. For lower inclinations, braking efficiency 
falls as expected. Figure 11.13 shows that the other orbital elements evolve as expected. 

At the solar minimum (epoch 1996), the effect of the electrodynamic moment is not enough 
to keep the rotational motion stable, and the system tumbles even for i — 90°, as shown in 
Figure 11.14 (but is later stabilized, at least for % = 90°). This is due to the slower buildup of 
rotational speed, which is inverted after tumbling, as shown in Figure 11.15. 

Besides, the polar orbits are no longer the most efficient for braking. Due to the different 
distribution of electron density with latitude, lower inclinations yield faster descents, although 
still much slower than for the Solar maximum. 

Two points require further analysis: how fast does the stability of the polar orbit degrade 
with inclination, and the effect of the direction of the initial rotation on stability. To study the 
first point, higher inclinations are considered, for maximum and minimum Solar activity. 

Figures 11.16 to 11.19 show that, with high Solar activity, stability properties degrade slowly 
with inclination, and braking efficiency is maintained. But the fast rotational acceleration is 
maintained, with its effect on breaking stress. The figures also show that drift, though slow, is 
increasing with time. 

For low Solar activity, however, electrodynamic moment is weak and cannot provide enough 
rotation to stabilize. Then the main effect is the gravitational moment, and behavior follows 
more closely what was predicted in Section 11.2.1. Rotational speed builds up slowly, and in so 
doing reduces the precession amplitude. Only for the polar orbit again, after the initial tumbling, 
is the original behavior recovered, though scaled down both in rotation and in braking efficiency: 
angular acceleration prevents further tumbling or precession. 

As for the direction of the initial rotation, a new run is made with the initial rotation axis 
contained in the orbital plane. Results are shown in Figures 11.20 to 11.23. Basically, the atti-
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tude evolution corresponds to precession about the orbit normal in each case, which is changing 
with Q\ the electrodynamic moment further complicates attitude evolution. The fact that the ro
tation axis is initially within the orbital plane does not increase stability: since it is further from 
the orbit normal (in non-polar orbits), the angle p increases and <j>i and <f>2 increase accordingly. 
Braking efficiency is only slightly affected. 

For lower Solar activity, the behavior is the same, but with even less stability and braking 
efficiency. Lower inclinations continue to perform better than higher ones. 

In order to study the influence of rotational speed, a new run is done for i = 88°—thus 
avoiding the special case of the exactly polar orbit—and initial speeds ranging from 25 to 100 
times the orbital rate. The second case is thus the same as in Figures 11.16 to 11.19, and can be 
used as reference. 

Initial rotational speed does improve stability, but only marginally. For high inclinations, the 
initial speed need only be high enough to keep it stable while rotation picks up speed from the 
electrodynamic moment It has little effect over braking efficiency, as shown in Figures 11.24 
to 11.27. Indeed, the most unstable cases descend faster. The period of precession increases 
with speed, while amplitude decreases. Still, in all cases a slow growing deviation can be seen, 
which signals that precession about the orbit normal has not been eliminated: only its period is 
getting longer and longer. 

For low Solar activity, since there is tumbling in all cases, initial speed increases instability: 
after tumbling, rotation decelerates to zero and starts increasing again in the new direction. The 
rotation axis does a high-amplitude precession about the orbit normal, and <̂ 3 is lost and useless 
in this motion. As it later picks up speed, stability increases. But a higher initial speed means 
a longer period of instability: a longer fall to zero, before it starts to grow again. 50 times 
the orbital rate seems to be a good initial speed for this combination of weight and moment of 
inertia. 

11.4 Conclusions 

• The central contactor, four-boom rotating satellite is not an efficient de-orbit system: 

a) Mass is doubled while effectiveness is only A/K times greater. 

b) The satellite is not directionally stable, showing at best a slow precession about the 
orbit normal. 

c) For high inclinations, a certain degree of stability is achieved through a continuous 
acceleration of the rotational speed: this leads to high centrifugal stresses and tether 
tensional fracture. 

d) A high frequency switch is required for the tethers. 

• Items a) and b) apply to the five-contactor, four-boom configuration as well. The cons of 
item c) are reduced, but so are its pros. The major problem is that reversing current does 
not only requires a switch: it needs turning contactors on and off, a matter of minutes, 
while a fast rotation needs switching in milliseconds or less. 

• The flexible tether configuration suffers the same problems as the boom configuration, 
plus the additional problem of tether oscillations or winding about the satellite. 
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Figure 11.1: Massdistiibutionof the satellite and tethers 
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Figure 11.2: Gravity gradient and centrifugal configurations 
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Figure 11.3: Gravity gradient and centrifugal configuiations 
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Figure 11.4: Intensity distribution for zero moment 
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Figure 11.5: Precession of HQ under gravitational torque 
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Figure 11.6: Intensity distribution with only one contactor. 
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Figure 11.7: Orbital-inerdal reference frame 

Figure 11.8: 1-2-3 Euler angles 
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Figure 11.9: Tether orientation and current switching. 

Figure 11.10: Frame for averaging the electrodynamic force 
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Figure 11.11: Euler Angles for epoch 1990 (Solar maximum) 
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Figure 11.12: Rotation rate and height evolution for Solar maximum 
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Figure 11.13: Evolution of orbital elements for epoch 1990 
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Figure 11.14: Euler Angles for epoch 1996 (Solar minimum) 
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Figure 11.15: Rotation rate increase and height evolution for Solar minimum 
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Figure 11.16: Euler Angles for high inclination and Solar maximum 
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Figure 11.17: Rotation rate and height evolution for high inclination (Solar maximum) 
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Figure 11.18: Euler Angles for high inclination (Solar minimum) 
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Figure 11.19: Rotation rate and height evolution for high inclination (Solar minimum) 
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Figure 11.20: Euler Angles for rotation in the orbital plane (Solar maximum) 
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Figure 11.21: Rotation rate and height evolution for rotation in the orbital plane (Solar maxi
mum) 
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Figure 11.22: Euler Angles for rotation in the orbital plane (Solar minimum) 
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Figure 11.23: Rotation rate and height evolution for rotation in the orbital plane (Solar mini
mum) 
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Figure 11.24: Euler Angles for different initial speeds (Solar maximum) 
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Figure 11.25: Rotation rate and height evolution for for different initial speeds (Solar maximum) 
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Figure 11.26: Euler Angles for different initial speeds (Solar minimum) 
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Figure 11.27: Rotation rate and height evolution for different initial speeds (Solar minimum) 
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